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Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Foreword

On this planet, Earth, there are always news of wars between different countries, tribes, religious groups, etc in the newspapers. Sometimes big powers induce and encourage wars between smaller countries with a view to selling their weapons and war-equipment. Sometimes big countries invent some excuse or the other just to invade a smaller country for the exploitation of its precious natural resources, such as oil, iron ore, etc. etc. Such confrontations and subsequent destruction of the war-torn country further damage its social, economic, cultural and religious fabric in the form of religious conversions, exploitation of women folk, loot of natural resources, etc. etc.

Main cause of such conflicts is one or more of the five legendary vices as enunciated by our religious leaders/seers i.e. lust, anger, greed, attachment and ego.

When things go out of hand i.e. the plight of the war-affected people becomes unbearable, the Almighty sends his messengers to save the humanity from the large-scale carnage and destruction.

In 1469 C.E. Sri Guru Nanak Dev was sent by the Lord to guide the people. He was an embodiment of love, compassion, faith, human brotherhood, etc. When in communion with God, he would sing His praises and give a lesson or two to his audience, whether it was Daulat Khan Lodhi, Malik Bhago, Sajjan Thagg, Kauda Rakhash etc.

His teachings and those of his successors and other saints (bhagats), bards, etc. from all over the country and of different faiths are contained in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, an ocean of spiritual knowledge. This spiritual knowledge guides us as to
how to live in the given social set-up, earn our living, share our earnings with the needy, live a truthful life, etc. Although the entire Gurbani contained in Sri Guru Granth Sahib is equally beneficial and worthy of recitation, but Sri Guru Nanak Dev and his successors have prescribed Asa di Vaar, Japji Sahib, Jaap Sahib, Swaiye, Chaupai, Anand Sahib, Rahras and Kirtan Sohila for daily recitation as a nitnem at various times of the day.

Since these banis have hardly been translated in languages other than Punjabi, Dr. G.S. Chuahan has done a commendable job to bring out the original texts of these banis in Gurmukhi, Devnagri and Roman Scripts and their meanings with appropriate explanations in English, for the benefit of the non-Gurmukhi knowing and non-Punjabi seekers/devotees.

The spread of Guru Nanak Dev’s message of love and human brotherhood has become all the more necessary in this strife-torn, modern and materialistic age when clouds of war keep on hovering on one part or the other of this planet. May the people of this beautiful planet live in peace!

I wish Dr. G.S. Chauhan all the very best in his life.

Dr. Inderjit Kaur
President,
All India Pingalwara Charitable Society (Regd.), Amritsar.
Preface

The English translation of Japji Sahib with trilingual Gurbani text in Punjabi, Devnagri and Roman English written by me was published 10 years back and was very well received. It was followed by trilingual text and English translation of Sukhmani Sahib and now translation of Rahras and Kirtan Sohila has also been published. My good friend Dr. Gurmukh Singh Retd. Director Language Dept. Punjab, suggested that it would be a good idea if all Bonis in Nit Nem are combined in one book. When I discussed with Sardar Mukhtar Singh Hon. Secretary All India Pingalwara Charitable Society, he encouraged me to undertake the work and promised his assistance.

As per tradition, Assa Di Vaar is sung early in the morning before sunrise in all the Gurdwaras. This composition is primarily by Sri Guru Nanak Dev in 24 pauries. While compiling Guru Granth Sahib, Guru Arjan Dev added slokas, which are on the same subject as the relevant Pauri. All pauris are by Guru Nanak Dev but the slokas are by both Guru Nanak Dev and Guru Angad Dev.

These slokas are before the Pauri. Assa Di Vaar deals with the misconceptions and wrong practices prevalent in the society and aims to enlighten the devotee about the correct way of life. Singing and hearing of Assa Di Vaar early in the morning prepares the devotee to have correct frame of mind during the day.

There are five compositions which are recited during the Sikh baptism ceremony:-
1) Japji Sahib. 2) Jaap Sahib. 3) Tavprasaad Swayas. 4) Chaupai and 5) Anand Sahib. These compositions are arranged in this order by Sri Guru Gobind Singh with a view to generate feelings of 1) Vivek or discrimination by Japji Sahib, 2) Nitnem
Vairagya or dispassion by Jaap Sahib, 3) Feeling of surrender to the Almighty by listening to the Tavprasaad Swayas, 4) Chaupai addresses the Lord with prayers to overcome our problems in the daily life and 5) Bliss by listening to Anand Sahib. The devotees recite these compositions in the morning. In the evening, following sunset, Rehras Sahib is recited and Kirtan Sohila is recited just before retiring to the bed. All the compositions in the book are therefore arranged in the same order.

Jaapji Sahib is the first and a very profound composition. In fact, it is said that whole Guru Granth Sahib is an explanation of the Jaapji Sahib.

Sukhmani Sahib is also an important and self-contained course of instructions by Guru Arjan Dev. It is available in a separate book published by All India Pingalwara Charitable Society.

Teachings of Shri Guru Nanak Dev and his successors are of universal nature relevant in all times. This is the reason that Guru Nanak Dev traveled to far off lands, met the leaders of all faiths and stressed at universal brotherhood of humanity irrespective of caste, country and religion. It is unfortunate that some ignorant and selfish persons are trying to put limits to Sikh religion. Some people refuse to accept prasad at congregations attended by non-sikhs. Most do not appreciate the needs of Sikhs outside Punjab and we do not find any Gurbani literature in languages other than Punjabi.

There are a large number of Sikhs in Karnataka, Assam and other areas who went with forces deputied by Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Tipu Sultan and those who accompanied Guru Tegh Bahadur to Assam and settled there. These people have no literature to give to their children about Gurbani.

My friend sardar Hanuman Singh a retired Railway officer was president of Gurdwara in Bangalore thirty years back. He translated Jaapji Sahib in Kanada language and published the text and translation in Kanada and distributed it free. After that...
the new committee mostly from Punjab did not bother. Same in the story in the other states in India and other foreign countries.

Most of the scholars like Rabinder Nath Tagore as you will find in the commentary of Guru Nanak Dev's composition "Dhanasari Mahalla I - Gagan Mai Thal..." in Kirtan Sohila has said that there can be no better "arti" in praise of the Lord's universe than this.

Famous English scholar G.B. Shaw has said, "Sikhism is a universal religion, it is sad that there is no propagation".

It is therefore urgent necessity for the present generation of Sikhs to rise above the limitation of state, caste and narrow selfish interests and serve the cause of Gurus by propagating Guru's teachings in all languages of India and the world as needed.

I am also grateful to Sardar Mukhtar Singh Goraya, General Secy, Pingalwara who has gone through the draft of the book twice and made very useful suggestions.

We would like to express our grateful thanks to Bibi Dr Inderjit Kaur President All India Pingalwara Society who has encouraged this work of translation and publication of Gurbani compositions and their circulation through Pingalwara outlets.

Dr.G.S Chauhan
gschauhan1@rediffmail.com
It was indeed a great honor for me when my father G.S Chauhan requested me to co-author this book with him. Working on this book has been an enlightening journey for me. This book is aimed at educating youth on the teachings of Guru Nanak Dev and his successors to ensure that the philosophy is safe and practiced correctly. We hope that all the readers take the knowledge of the Gurus contained in this book and apply it to their lives. Though many initiatives have been put forth by the Gurdwaras of the community, many young people find that they can not relate to the teachings of the Adi Granth, the primary reason being the inability to read Gurmukhi and understand the language of the Holy Book the Adi Granth. This is mainly because teaching of Gurmukhi is limited to a very small part of India now new Punjab. The believers in Guru Nanak Dev are spread not only in India but all over the globe. English being most understood language; this book is only a beginning. I would be happy if the believers in Guru Nanak Dev manage translations in other world languages.

Our country needs to focus on the youth because, within them, are the leaders of tomorrow. The youth of the many Indian communities, experience a sense of disconnect with the teachings of their own faith. The spiritual teachings are a must to enable us to face many of the trials and tribulations as today we live in a society which blindly apes the west and is therefore highly materialistic in its approach to life’s problems. Regarding the Sikh community quite often, media representation and other contrary depictions create feelings of detachment from one’s community.

It is time therefore to help strengthen and develop the true identity and heritage of the community and reclaim it by ensuring that all have access to the beautiful teachings of this universal faith contained in the Adi Granth.

Dr. Meenakshi Rajan
rajan.meenakshi@gmail.com
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JAPJI SAHIB

At Kartar Pur, Guru Nanak Dev’s disciples would get up early in the morning and recite hymns of Guru Nanak Dev. In the evening, they would recite Rehras and Kirtan Sohila at night. Since there was no specific composition for recitation in the morning, Guru Ji asked Bhai Lehna to prepare a composition for recitation in the morning by culling hymns from his works. Guru Nanak gave all of his works to Bhai Lehna and asked him to select stanzas eulogizing God to be set apart.

Bhai Lehna began selecting the stanzas. He used to recite the stanzas to Guru Nanak every morning and Guru Ji would look very carefully. Thus Bhai Lehna selected 38 stanzas and arranged them in a very interesting order so that the whole composition becomes a poem dealing with one question which is faced by every one in his life i.e. “How to break the wall of falsehood (Maya) and how to achieve Truth?”

Before the first stanza, there is “Mool mantra” or the basic underlying mantra by which or the concept in which Guru Nanak Dev describes God whose praise is sung in whole of “Shri Guru Granth Sahib”. This is followed by a Sloka which explain, what is truth? At the end of 38 stanzas, there is another sloka which is composition of Guru Angad Dev. This sloka gives the gist of Japji Sahib. It is said that the Mool Mantra describes basic concepts relating to the Supreme Being and Japji Sahib describes the path to be traveled to attain Him.

The name of this composition is “Jap” which means remembrance, devotion and mediation. This is a very appropriate name as this composition deals with an extremely pertinent question in human life, “How to break the wall of falsehood (Maya) i.e. how to remove the obstruction of Maya which prevents us from being finally absorbed in the Almighty Nitnem
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Lord. The answer is given by him in the next line of first stanza is, “by following the will of the Lord which has been written by Him for us.” This in turn is achieved by us by remembering His Name, devotion and meditation i.e. Jap. “Ji” is added to this name to show respect.

The full text deals with different stages in the progress of the adventurer from the first stage when one becomes aware of one’s separation from God and after passing through different stages of purification, remembrance, singing of praise, meditation, realisation of His presence in all His creation and achieves final absorption in the Lord. It is full course of instructions step by step. In the fourth stanza, Guru Ji says that morning ambrosial hour in the best time for meditating on the praise of the Lord. In the fifth stanza, it is stated that the Lord is indescribable and He is in the universal sustainer and we should never forget Him.

In the 8th to 11th stanzas, Guru Ji has advised us to listen to what we say in the meditation. This is the easiest way to concentrate and become one minded. When two senses i.e. speech and hearing are concentrated upon, the mind does not vacillate and it helps to gain a number of attainments listed in these stanzas. The next stage is to accept in the inner mind and act on what we are saying in the prayers in our daily lives. (Mere repetition of the holy verses is like reading the prescription and formula of the medicine and not taking the medicine itself.) The importance of it is explained in stanzas twelve to fifteen. In the 16th stanza, it is stated that if one perfects the teachings up to this stage, one attains full control of his senses and is accepted as “Panch” or the “chosen one”.

In the stanzas 17 to 19, Guru Ji explains the most sought after questions like; why are people good or bad? Why does God give misery or sorrow? Etc. Stanza no. 20 explains the “law of karma i.e. cause and effect” and how to escape the cycle of cause and effect? In the 21st to 25th stanzas, Guru Ji has described a number of important issues to enlighten the devotee.
about the Lord’s creation. In the 26th stanza, Guru Ji describes the Lord’s shop and its wares i.e. the things the saints distribute to enlighten the devotees. The Lord’s unique court is described in the 27th stanza.

In the 28th stanzas, the true significance of various religious symbols of different religions are described to enlighten the devotee so that he does not lay too much stress on the outward symbols and thus forget the true objective. In the 34th to 37th stanzas, five important stages of spiritual progress or the inner development of the devotee are described. These stages are:

1. Dharam Khand or the region of the worldly duties.
2. Gyan Khan or the region of knowledge.
3. Saram Khand or the region of earnest effort to implement the knowledge.
4. Karam Khand or the region of Divine Grace.
5. Sach Khand or the region of Truth, the highest stage.

In the 38th stanza, Guru Ji has described the qualities which a true teacher has to acquire before one can be blessed by the Lord to teach His Divine message or become a prophet.

Thus Japji Sahib is a complete course of instruction for an ordinary person to graduate to the highest level. This guide, though dealing with the most difficult subject, is put in very simple and understandable terminology and language. The idea of making this composition to be recited in the early morning hours is that it settles in the inner depth of the mind of the devotee and he acts on it. Mere recitation is like reading the prescription and not taking the medicine. It has no beneficial effect.

In the last sloka, Guru Ji has assured that such a pilgrim on his path not only obtains his own salvation and is accepted by Him with the devotee’s face shining, but he carries many with him to the same goal. This is precisely the reason, why Nitnem ___________________ (17)
all the religions lay so much stress on the association with the saints. If one associates with the saints, there is every possibility that they will take him across the ocean of Maya to merge with God and attain salvation. Three things are important for any devotee (1) deep aspiration, (2) constant remembrance of His Name and (3) association with the saints who will guide him at the critical stages of progress where one is likely to falter and drop out.
Japji Sahib

Mool Mantra literally means "Basic concepts relating to the Supreme." As per tradition, in the beginning of all books, there is praise of the Guru or the Master. This is also known as "Mangalacharan" i.e. offering at the feet of the Lord or the Guru. While editing Guru Granth Sahib, the holy book of the Sikhs, Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth Guru of the Sikhs, has given first place to the Mool Mantra.

In these few words, Guru Nanak Dev has attempted to describe the un-describable, the almighty Supreme Being, about whom, the whole book is written. This Mool Mantra has been given again in the beginning of each "Raga" and before important compositions of Guru Granth Sahib. Reader will have an idea from the Mool Mantra, the basic concepts relating to the Supreme i.e. He is beyond human limitations and He is all, all... (ad infinitum) and is achievable when His grace so desires and not as a matter of right or reward for one's austerities, good or noble deeds.

< siq nmukrqwpkuinrBauinrvYu
Akw mbiq Ajul sBMg pBwd >

1 Aomw siq nmukrqwpkuinrBauinrvYu
Akw mbiq Ajul sBMg pBwd >

Ik onkar, Satnam, Karta Purakh, Nirbhau, Nirvair,
Akal Murat, Ajooni Saibhang, Gurprasadi.

Ikonkar:
This consists of the numeral "1" in the beginning which means God is only one. Mool Mantra is the explanation of "1" and Japji Sahib is explanation of Mool Mantra. It is also said that whole of Guru Granth Sahib is explanation of Japji Sahib.
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There is lot of controversy about His being, Unmanifest, manifest or being both. The vedic literature is full of this controversy. The followers of Adi Shankracharya believe in "Advaitism" i.e. one God but those of Madhvacharya believe in "Dvaitism" i.e. He is manifest as well as unmanifest i.e. there are two Gods. Guru Nanak Dev has followed a simple non-controversial path. He says He is one. He is non-manifest as well as manifest but the same One is both forms or aspects. This is called "Vashisht Advaitism". Onkar is made of two words, Om (un-manifest) and Kar (manifest). This means that though He is both Un-manifest as well as manifest, in reality He is one only.

Satnam :

He is "Sat" (eternal i.e. He does not undergo any change). His Name is also eternal. Guru Nanak Dev's path is highly dependent on meditating on or remembering His Name i.e. why in the beginning itself he has clarified that His Name is eternal and by remembering His Name, we are remembering Him only. 'Sat' is a Sanskrit word which means true or eternal. Since this is an important concept on which the whole philosophy is based, Guru has very kindly fully explained this concept in the sloka which follows the Mool Mantra.

Karta Purakh :

'Karta' in Sanskrit means doer and 'Purakh' means Atma or Spirit. Karta therefore means that He is the Creator, Sustainer, Maintainer and Destroyer of this manifest creation which we call universe. For any creation, the artist, say a potter needs clay, and the skill to make the pot. But God creates the visible creation out of Himself, after creation He maintains it, supplies all the needed objects and also destroys it at His will.

Karta is followed by Purakh. He in His manifest form while creating, does not lose any part of Him, as is our normal conception i.e. the whole reduces when a part is taken out of it, God is Infinite, Omnipotent and therefore remains whole. This is why there is another name for God i.e. "Parmatma" i.e. Nitnem
Highest Atma or Infinite Atma. He is therefore Omnipotent, Omnipresent and Omniscient. Purakh therefore means, he is present in His creation.

Nirbhau:
Nirbhau means who is devoid of fear. In various scriptures of different religions, some gods are stronger than others and therefore some gods are afraid of others. Here Guru Nanak Dev explains that since He is only one without any other equal to Him, He is not afraid of any body. Thus He is devoid of fear. Incidentally, He makes His saints also devoid of fear when He decides to bestow them with knowledge or "Atam Gyan", they become fearless. Saint Kabir in his sloka no 22 in Sri Guru Granth Sahib has said that he is happy with death as it is only after death (i.e. dispassion from the physical body) that one achieves the highest bliss.

Nirvair:
Nirvair means, devoid of enmity towards anybody. Since He is one, all creation is His, and part of Him, with whom will He have enmity? Some religions teach about God getting angry at sinners and punishing His enemies. This is illogical. How can God ever be angry with or an enemy of His own creation i.e. Himself? He is all merciful, kind, generous and always bestowing grace on everybody, good, bad or indifferent. Even when He makes some body suffer, it is foundation for something good or is trying to teach a lesson so that one may get rid of a bad habit or mentality. Guru Nanak Dev has very kindly clarified in the beginning itself that He is never our enemy and we need not be afraid of Him as such. He is all merciful. We can always approach Him as our benefactor.

Akal Murat:
Akal is beyond time and Murat is the substance or Existence or Name of Lord. Akal Murat means Existence which is beyond the effect of time. This is natural corollary of "Sat" i.e. eternal. Anything which is eternal, i.e. does not change, is not affected by time and therefore is eternal. Here Guru Nanak Nitnem
Dev has stressed that His existence is beyond time, space and causality i.e. He is not bound by limitations of time, space and law of Karma or "action and its fruit" theory.

Ajooni:

Ajooni means who is not born i.e. He is beyond the cycle of birth and death i.e. cycle of re-incarnations. He is one of kind and there is nobody equal to Him. There is therefore no question of His being born as somebody else. Hence He is beyond births and deaths and re-incarnations.

Saibhang:

After having stated that He was not born, the question arises, how did He come into being? Here Guru Nanak Dev answers this question. He created Himself. Nobody else created Him. He is self-created and self-luminous. Unlike the world created by Him which shines with His light, He shines with His own light.

Gur Prasadi:

After having explained main qualities or characteristics of the Supreme Being, natural question which arises in the mind of a devotee is, how to reach Him? Guru Nanak Dev answers this question by saying that He can be reached or approached only by with His own grace.

This is a very important issue. Lot of people try to obtain access to Him by good actions, visiting holy places, taking bath in holy rivers and tanks, varioius austerities, meditation and yogic asanas (postures) etc. Guru Nanak Dev says, these are all useless (these practices only help cleanse the mind) and unless and until His grace is upon you, you can not reach Him.

God has created this universe and all beings. All the world and created beings work as per His light or "Jiva Atma". He is beyond the reach of human faculties like senses, mind an intellect. One has therefore to rise above the faculties to perceive Him. This rising above the senses, mind and intellect comes with His grace.

Nitinem
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Guru Nanak Dev in the two slokas and 38 stanzas systematically develops the subject and explains step by step, how a devotee should progress, avoid pit-falls and finally obtain the Nectar of His Grace and achieve final deliverance from the cycle of births and deaths. Such a devotee not only achieves the gift for himself but carries many others also with him.

This can be explained with an example. The ocean is the depository of all water on this earth. Some of the water evaporates with heat of the sun, forms clouds and comes to plains, valleys and mountains as rain. Some water gets frozen as ice on the mountains, some water flows into rivers, back to ocean and yet some water gets trapped in the cities, ponds and lakes. But the desire of all of the water is to return to its source i.e. the ocean. But only the lucky water comes back. This has been beautifully explained by Guru Ram Das in "Rahras":

\[ Tu driyao sabh tujh hi mahe. Tujh bin duja koinahe. Jiya jant sabh tera khel. Vijog mil vicuriya sanjogi me. \]

(Asa Mahalla 4)

You are the ocean and every thing is in yourself only. You are the source. Except you there is nothing. All the creation and life is Your play. You are the One who separates some beings from You and with Your grace, join them with Yourself again.

\[ J p u \]

\[ J p u \]

...Jap...

The name of this composition is Jap or remembrance of Nitnem  
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Having described the Lord in Mool Mantra, now Shri Guru Nanak Dev states in the following sloka, He is that which is there at all times, past, present and future. Only such Lord is to be remembered.

Adi Sach, Jugadi Sach, Hai bhi Sach Nanak hosī bhi Sach. (I)

In this sloka, Guru Nanak Dev has explained and defined what is 'Sat' in the Mool Mantra. 'Truth' or 'Sat' is that which does not change with time. This is the yard-stick to test whether something is 'Truth' or not. According to Guru Nanak Dev, only God or Supreme Being is Truth i.e. He was true in the beginning when there was nothing else, He was true when the ages or yugas started, He is true today and He shall be true in the future also.

As per this yard-stick, all the material objects in the world, human body, senses, mind, intellect, man made gods, goddesses etc. fail to pass this test and are therefore not worthwhile objects to get attached to. We should therefore remember, praise and approach for favours only the Eternal One and One only.

Stanza 1 How to Realise the True One? Accept His Will.

Nitinem
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To understand the correct meaning, it is necessary to get at the underlying concept of this stanza. All the creation on this earth including the humans are part of Him, have been separated from Him because of their actions in millions of lives. Our aim is to finally get absorbed in Him but there is separation or what Guru Nanak Dev describes as 'wall of untruth' which is veiling His view from us. He has raised a pertinent question in line no. (5) How can we be suitable for dawn of Truth in us? and how the wall of untruth between us and Him be broken?

As per various traditions in spiritualism, there are different techniques for preparation in achieving the goal of God realisation. These are briefly, purity of mind, calmness of mind, contentment of mind and obtaining wisdom by reading scriptures. These are all preparatory means for achieving the goal. But with passage of time and due to ignorance, these means have been taken as an end by some devotees and they spend whole of their lives by stressing on any one of the aspects only. Guru Nanak Dev, in the first stanza itself has cautioned the devotee to avoid this pit-fall and has given the correct answer to this question i.e. accept the Will of God which He has ordained for us.

1) Some people have obsession for physical cleanliness. They have many baths, wash their clothes everytime they touch somebody and do not allow any one to touch their food. They also think that mere bath in a holy place will make them pure. Here Guru Nanak Dev says that even if you take bath a lakhs of times, you do not become pure
2) Some people think that by merely keeping quiet, they may reach the goal of God realization. Guru Nanak Dev says that even if you maintain constant, deep and long silence, it is not possible to silence evil propensities of mind which is essential pre-condition for God-realisation.

3) Some people think that by collecting big treasures of possessions, they can satisfy their hunger and be content, which is another pre-requisite for God realization. Guru Nanak Dev describes here that by possessing innumerable possessions i.e. wealth of all worlds, one's hunger for more is not appeased.

4) Another method employed by some is to collect wisdom by studying holy books, scriptures etc. Guru Nanak Dev says that even if one has a lot of wisdoms, nothing accompanies him on his final journey. Which means that no amount of wisdom is helpful in God realisation?

5) Here two questions have been raised. One, how to become truthful i.e., pure enough to receive God? And how to break the wall of untruth which separates us from Him?

6) This line is answer to these questions. He says that you accept and follow the Will of God which is written by Him for us. (1)

Acceptance of Will of God does not mean that we should not do anything and leave everything to Him because He has decided if for us. As you proceed further, the exact significance of acceptance and following the Will of God becomes clear.

To illustrate this, we have a story. One devotee asked Guru Gobind Singh to show the example of a Sikh who has accepted God's will. Guru ji asked him to go to Kabul and gave the name and address of the exalted Sikh there. When the devotee reached and located the address, he found lot of hustle and bustle at the Sikh's house. On inquiry he was told that the Sikh was in the inner part of house and was respectfully led to him. The visitor was received with respect and was asked to stay for Nitnem
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a few days there. All arrangements were made for his comfort. Actually, the Sikh's son was to get married and the festivities were going on. Everyone was merry and in celebration mood but the Sikh was peaceful, meditative and busy preparing a coffin. The visitor noticed this but ignored the observation.

The marriage went off happily. The bride came to the groom's house. There were celebrations all around. But, on the night of marriage, a cobra stung the bride-groom and he died. The mood in the house changed to gloom. Nobody knew what to do. There was weeping and crying all around but there was no change in the mood of the Sikh. He coolly took out the coffin prepared by him earlier and the cremation of the bride-groom was performed.

As the usual ceremonies after the death were performed and the life returned to near normal, the visitor asked for permission to leave. Before departing, he asked the Sikh that since as it appears, he knew about his son's death, why did he not get the marriage cancelled and saved his daughter-in-law the widow-hood? And that in spite of the catastrophe of his son's death being known to him, he was absolutely calm, peaceful and not disturbed? The Sikh explained to the visitor that although he knew God's Will, but he would not interfere in His scheme of things. It was the destiny of his son and daughter-in-law and he could not interfere with it. Secondly, he accepted and followed His Will fully and was therefore not disturbed.

This is real Karam Yoga. Do your duty but leave the result to Him. Accept the fruit of your actions as you would accept Prasad (grace) from the temple i.e. do not question the quantity and quality of the prasad or grace and accept as gracefully as you can. This is called "Prasad Bhawna" or "grace mood." The more time you are in "Prasad Bhawna" better it is. Finally when you succeed to be in this stage all the time along with constant remembrance of His Name, that is the goal achieved. You have realized Him.

Nitinem  
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Now Guru Nanak Dev tells us more about His Will in next stanzas.

Stanza 2 Follow His Will and Get Rid of Ego

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has further dwelt on His Will to illustrate how unfathomable is His Will? It is incomprehensible. We humans, in spite of our extreme limitations, think ourselves to be too big, powerful and rich or wise and do not stop telling others about it. This is all ego which concerns only I, ME, and MINE. The ego is the greatest obstacle for humans to attain God. Here Guru Nanak Dev has very lucidly explained that it is God who does everything like creating all forms, lives; grants them greatness; makes them high, low; lets them enjoy happiness, misery; some are released from the cycle of births and deaths whereas others continue in this unending cycle. When everything is controlled by His Will and nothing is outside, if one understands all about power of His Will, where is the question of a human having his ego?

1) His will is incomprehensible, and indescribable. All Nitnem
creation of forms is done under His will. All manifestation in this universe is as per His will.

2) All forms of life are created under His Will and it is as per His Will that the humans have been blessed with the glory of all existence.

The creations are in different stages of evolution like insentient, vegetable, animal and human. These are blessed with different levels of consciousness. The first two stages have no mind of their own. The animals have mind but it's expression is instinctive. The humans have in addition to mind, intellect, reason and will and thus He has made humans the crown of creation or has granted them the glory of existence.

3) It is in His Will that some become high and some low and in the same Will they reap pleasure or pain as per His writ. Here Guru Nanak Dev explains that the Law of Karma Operates under His Will.

4) It is in His Will that some are blessed with mukti or liberation and some are destined to go round and round in transmigration.

5) Thus, all are under His will and nobody outside it.

6) Guru Nanak Dev says that one who understands that it is all His Will, shall not have any small ego of his own. How beautiful! What a wonderful remedy for the most dreaded disease of this world! (2)

Stanza 3 How Different People Visualize Him Differently as per Manifestation of His Will

Nitnem (29)
The idea of understanding His Will as given in the last line of stanza 2, is further amplified in this stanza. He and His Will is un-fathomable and is manifested in as many aspects. Human beings, because of limitations inherent in them are able to have only limited view of His limitless Will and creation. Every one with his limited vision, training, background, environment etc. sees one or a few aspects, of His Will and sings His praise as per that particular aspect of gift he has received from Him.

Only the most perfect perceiver, a rare phenomenon, can find Truth i.e. His Will in an unalloyed form. Others distort it, through the impact of their own ego. Thus man interprets Truth in his own level of unselfishness, his understanding and his mental make up. In fact man even creates his own gods, in his own image and these gods may sometimes be a mere figment of his imagination.

A typical example of this is images of Lords Buddha and Rama etc. found in different parts of the world. Although the same person is expressed in statues, but the features change from typically Indian to Chinese, Japanese or Tibetan depending upon the artists who visualize and make them.

Nitinem
In the last two lines of this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has again stressed that it is His Will that is carrying on the world process and in spite of the unfathomable complexities of creation, carefree Lord enjoys His play born out of His bliss.

1) Those who have power, sing the praise of the Lord for the immense of power possessed by Him.
2) Some sing in praise of His gifts, taking the gifts as a sign of His benevolence.
3) Some sing about His beauteous virtues and great qualities.
4) Some who have acquired some knowledge, sing about most difficult thoughts and wisdom possessed by Him.
5) Some sing because He creates the bodies and then destroys them, converting bodies into ashes.
6) Others sing because He takes life from one body and puts into another one i.e. transmigration.
7) Some sing because He appears very far to them.
8) Others sing because He appears to be present everywhere and is seen in everything, every being and everyone.
9) There is no end of descriptions which people have given of Him.
10) And it is millions and millions that have given their own versions of Him.
11) He gives so many gifts and in such quantities that the receivers get tired of receiving.
12) And they eat and consume the gifts through ages and ages i.e. thousands of years like yugas (Satyug, Duapar, Treta and Kalyuga etc.)
13) All this wonderful happenings are taking place only as per Ordainer's Will.
14) Guru Nanak Dev says, He, the care free Lord is enjoying His play born out His Bliss. (3)

Stanza 4 His Name and Intese Love for Him, Guru's Precept for Understanding His Will

Nitnem (31)
Continuing the subject of understanding His Will, Guru Nanak Dev has given a prescription in this stanza by following which, He will not only love us but also show His court and be gracious enough to grant us salvation. In the first and second line, Guru Nanak Dev has given the qualities of the Lord. Two answers to these questions and his recipe are in line no. 5. Lines 6 and 7 are the effect of correct use of the recipe.

1) He the Lord is the Truth and His Name is also Truth. This is in fact repetition of 'Sat Nam' of Mool Mantra. Repetition was necessary because now Guru Nanak Dev is coming to the subject of His name. His language is "intensive love". He responds only to intense love. Otherwise he is beyond the bounds of comprehension.

2) All the people of this world are always asking and begging of Him for everything and He, the generous benefactor is always giving.

3) Since He is giving everything to us, then what is that we may offer Him, so that we may be able to see His court?

4) What type of language or speech should we speak, after hearing which, He should start loving us?
5) Guru Nanak Dev has given the answer to these questions in this line. In the early morning ambrosial hours, remember the true Name (Line1) and meditate about His excellent qualities.

6) and 7) With the experience of remembering His Name and meditating on His Divine qualities, we will realize that it is He the Truth, everywhere and in everything. Although it is possible to achieve a noble birth as a result of good actions or Karma but the release from the cycle of transmigration and acceptance at His court’s door is only possible with His grace which follows realization of His Omnipresence and Omnipotence.

Thus the Name is not merely recitation or expressing the majesty of God head but translating His qualities in one’s own life. So by dwelling on the Name, the result is that truth, love, goodness, humility, faith and service flow naturally and spontaneously, from the devotee, as they do from Him, because the devotee, becomes the image of the Lord, he merges in Him. (4)

Stanza 5 Some More Glory of The Supreme Being to Help Understand His Will

In the last stanza, line no. 5, Guru Nanak Dev has emphasized remembrance of His Name and meditation on His Glory in the morning hours as a help in understanding His Will. In the next two stanzas, he has sung further glories with emphasis that Name and Glory be sung only of one Supreme Being and none other.

The need of this emphasis is with a view that most of the devotees, in the initial stages of spiritual pilgrimage need crutches of some visible forms and then they get stuck. They do not rise above the stage of personal God to impersonal God.

When a devotee attains the stage of "Sehaj" or carefree stage, all distinctions of name and form disappear. Even in the beginning, the devotee must understand that names and forms Nitnem ____________________________ (33)
used by him are mere symbols and the power behind these is the Supreme Being only.

In the stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has introduced another practice i.e. singing His praise who is the treasure of all the qualities of excellence and has further declared that if one sings His praise, listens to it and has love for everybody in one's heart, all his pain and suffering is dispelled and all happiness will abide in him.

He has further emphasized that for any spiritual effort to bear fruit, it must be related to Supreme Being who is beyond material conditions, treasures of all excellence and is One and only One, giver of all life and everything else.

Another new thing brought about in the 10th line is guru Nitnem
or teacher and his teaching. Guru consists of two syllables, 'gu' and 'ru'. This means one who dispels darkness and brings light. As per Indian philosophy, when somebody is sufficiently prepared on the spiritual path to receive guidance, God in the garb of guru appears on the scene. God provides guru and guru leads one to God. Thus when Guru Nanak Dev has seen that the devotee with acceptance of His Will, repetition of His Name, meditation on His qualities etc., has sufficiently purified himself, so guru's work can start, has introduced the concept of guru and his teachings.

1) God can neither be restricted in one place or location like temple etc. nor can be created in the likeness of an image etc.

2) He, who is beyond maya or material conditions, created Himself (Saibhang in Mool Mantra). He is beyond any limitation of quality or quantity.

3) Who-so-ever serves Him is an exalted one.

4) Guru Nanak Dev says, let us sing the praise of such a treasure of excellence.

5) Let us sing and hear His glories and enshrine His love in our hearts.

6) Who ever is able to do so, shall dispel his pain and find abiding happiness in his heart.

7) And 8) Different disciplines in Hinduism follow different traditions and have different objects and Gods for worship. The Yogis are after celestial sounds known as "nadas". Some follow and worship "Vedas". Some worship Shiva, some Gorakh Nath, some Brahma and others mother Parvati, consort of Shiva in various forms as Durga or Kali etc. Here Guru Nanak Dev wants to emphasize that it is guru of gurus i.e. Supreme Being who is Nad, Ved, Shiva, Gorakh, Brahma, Parvati but also is all pervading, in everything and everyone. Thus he wants one to rise above His images and meditate only on One supreme Being.

9) He is beyond description. Even if I knew, I can not say anything because He is beyond words.

Nitinem
10) And 11) O my Guru, please make me understand one thing that He, the supreme Being is only one and that He is giver of all life i.e. He is the creator, sustainer and protector of all type of life and that I should never forget Him. (5)

Stanza 6 Purification With Guru’s Grace

In this staza, Guru Nanak Dev has brought in the concept of pilgrimage to holy places for purification and further education of the devotee to prepare him for more important gifts of God. Great persons, would set up places of pilgrimage where all the noble souls of those times would assemble in large numbers like "Kumbh melas" to exchange views, standardize the procedures for worship and provide guidance to the devotees. All such places were mostly established on the banks of rivers, lakes and if this was not possible, big tanks were constructed to provide place for bathing. Haridwar, Varanasi, Allahabad, Mathura, Nasik and Pushkar are typical examples. "Kumbh mela" is held at definite intervals by rotation.

Originally, bathing was for physical cleanliness before the worship in the temple etc. But slowly, bath became the only objective of pilgrimage. This is only perversion of original Nitnem ______________________________ (36)
objective but the proverb in line (1) i.e. "Tirath nav" i.e. bath at the holy place is meant to serve the original purpose of purification of soul, association with wise men assembled at these places and not only the ritual bath.

In this stanza reference is made to "karma" or pre-ordained Will of the Lord and visit to the holy places where one meets the saints. For liberation, Sri Guru Granth Sahib has described two sources "Poorab likhiya paiya, Nanak sant sahai" i.e. one either gets liberated due to his "Karma" or with the help of saints. This is also explained by saint Kabir in his sloka no. 231 in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. According to him, if it is pre-ordained for one, he meets the saints and achieves liberation.

1) I may visit holy places (make association with wise men and purify myself) only if it is His Will. Purification of the devotee and provision of means for purification is dependent upon His Will.

2) All His creation that I can apprehend, gets only what is destined for it by His Will.

3) In the above line, Guru Nanak Dev has explained the law of Karma. But there is something known as Grace which is over-riding the Law of Karma because God is Supreme. It is His rule but He is above His rule of karma. Therefore in the next line, Guru Nanak Dev explains that if a devotee listens to the teachings of his guru, his mind and intellect will become very strong and rich as if these are full of precious stones like diamonds etc. What is that advice or teaching is in the next two lines.

4) And 5) O my Guru! Please make me understand one thing that He, the Supreme Being, is only One and that He is giver of all life i.e. He is the creator, sustainer and protector of all type of life and that I should never forget Him.

**Stanza 7 His Grace is More Worthwhile Than All Worldly Possessions**

Nitnem (37)
There are certain pitfalls in the spiritual pilgrimage like love for a long life, good name and high rank etc. These are not bad in themselves but should not become the aims. The final aim should be to merge in the Supreme and one should be indifferent to these powers and possessions. When a man possesses the soul of a beggar, the material well being can also have their utility and meaning. It enables the spirit and flesh to work in unison. For instance, if a man was engaged in the service of the Lord and on that account got the wealth, love and loyalty of the people and then he uses the same to advance God's causes, he was fulfilling the highest destiny. On the other hand, lust for power, possessions, titles, name or fame, could kill humanity and corrupt the society. It is these two opposite aspects that are taken up in this stanza.

1) If somebody had a very long life equal to four ages (Sat Yuga, Treta Yuga, Duwapar Yuga and Kali Yuga) and even ten times of that,

2) If one had built such high reputation that, he be known in all the nine continents of the world and that everybody in this world followed his lead,

Nitinem ____________________________________________ (38)
3) If one had earned such a good name that he was praised and honoured in whole of the world.

**Note:** These are the highest achievements possible in the world but these pale into insignificance compared to God's grace.

4) He would still be worth nothing if he did not win the grace of the Lord.

5) He would just be a worm among worms and would be adjudged a sinner among the sinners.

6) Guru Nanak Dev says, the Lord makes those without virtue as virtuous and adds more virtues to those who already possess them.

7) There is none whatsoever who may add any more virtue to His virtues.

**Note:** From the 6th line, we may note that he has re-assured that the sinners need not be disappointed for ever. The merciful Lord is always there to redeem them.

**Stanzas 8 to 11 Listening to His Name Products Richness of Mind**

The next eight stanzas are in glorification of His Name. The first four are about listening and the next four are about those who accept and mould His Name in their life style or in other words get absorbed in His Name.

Listening to Name is not mere process of hearing but includes singing praise, kirtan (musical singing with instruments), reading and recitation of scriptures etc. When one listens to what one says, the mind is attuned to it and it goes into our consciousness. Thus the "world" and consciousness join which is the object of our meditation practice. From the beginning, Guru Nanak Dev has been explaining about accepting and following His Will, repetition of His Name in the morning hours. Now he has added listening to His Name. So by now the devotee has attained his peace of mind, poise and happiness through the power of His Name, who is One, Nitnem (39)
source of absolute power, peace and bliss. Slowly, the qualities of the Lord start wearing on to the devotee. These four stanzas are therefore description of one who is in this stage.

When such a devotee lives with full faith in His Will, he can have no fear of death. In fact, to destroy fear of death, is to live in harmony with the Lord of Death. Total fearlessness and preparation for physical death is the object of all religions of the world. Saint Kabir has correctly described when he says, "The death, of which the world is afraid, is a bliss to my mind, because it is only after facing death that one finds the eternal bliss".

Such a devotee is exalted morally and spiritually. In fact it is his balance and equipoise, and the way he looks at things on the physical plane, that has sprung from his moral stature. He is possessed of peace, contentment and wisdom as against three gunas* of maya or three qualities of maya i.e. peace, desire and passion (Sattvik, Rajvik and Tamsik gunas). He engages himself in the service of community; as a spiritual guide, he obtains understanding about various worldly and spiritual truths.

*Note: Guna in sanskrit means rope which binds one to maya or illusion.


1) Suniye sidh pir sur nath. 2) Suniye dharat, dhaval akas. 3) Suniye deep loa patal. 4) Suniye poh na sake kal. 5) Nanak bhagra sada vigas. 6) Suniye dookh pap ka nas. (8)

1) By listening to His Name, the devotee reaches the status and acquires the powers of sidhas (Hindu saints), pirs Nitnem

(40)
2) By listening to His Name, the devotee understands all facts about the earth, the superstition of so called bull supporting the earth on its horns, and the skies etc.

3) By listening to His Name, the devotee understands the power of the Lord pervading the islands, the worlds and the under worlds.

4) By listening to His Name, the devotee is freed from the fear of death or the death can not approach him, as he is liberated from the cycle of births and deaths.

5) And 6.) Guru Nanak Dev says that such a devotee is always in a state of bliss because by listening to His Name, all his sins and sorrows are destroyed. (8)

1) By listening to His Name, the devotee comes to the full understanding of the God of Death (Shiva) God of creation (Brahma) and the king of Gods (Indra). (These no longer remain a mystery to him.)

2) By the power of listening to His Name, even those who are bad or unholy persons, become holy and gain such high status that everybody praises them. (In Indian history, story of Bhagat Valmiki is well known. He was a robber and absolutely illiterate. But with the power of Ram Naam, he became a great sage and wrote "Ramayana". He is known and respected for this.)

3) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee is
able to understand the secrets of finding union with God and the secret powers of various parts of our body, mind and intellect (like chakras and kundilini etc.)

4) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee understands the true implications of holy scriptures like Sastras, Simrities and Vedas.

5) And 6. Guru Nanak Dev says that such a devotee is always in a state of bliss because by listening to His Name, all his sins and sorrows are destroyed. (9)

1) Suniye sut santokh Gyan. 2) Suniye ath sath ka isnan. 3) Suniye par par pavhi maan. 4) Suniye lage sahaaj dhyan. 5) Nanak bhagta sada vigas. 6) Suniye dookh pap ka nas. (10)

1) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee acquires the qualities of generosity, contentment and knowledge. (This is a wonderful balance of qualities, with full knowledge of things and contentment, the devotee is enriched with generosity. The trouble with the world is that most of the people only want to take and not to give or even give back what they have to return. This beggar mentality of only taking and not giving arises because of lack of gratitude, contentment and knowledge. This beggar mentality happens to be one of the greatest curses of our times.)

2) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee gains the same merit as is gained by taking bath at all the sixty eight holy places in India.

3) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee is
able to understand inner meaning of holy books and acquires honour and respect.

4) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee is able to fix his mind on the Lord effortlessly. He does not have to do various exercises, (asanas) and difficult practices adopted by Yogis etc.

5) And 6. Guru Nanak Dev says that such a devotee is always in a state of bliss because all his sins and sorrows are destroyed by listening to His Name. (10)

1) Suniye sara guna ke gah. 2) Suniye saikh pir patsah. 3) Suniye andhe pavahe rah. 4) Suniye hath hove asghah. 5) Nanak bhagta sada vigas. 6) Suniye dookh pap ka nas. (11)

1) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee is able to fathom the oceans of virtues (i.e. he acquires oceans of virtues by His Grace.)

2) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee becomes fit to serve as shaikhs and pirs (These are high positions as per Muslim tradition) and rulers.

3) With the power of listening to His Name, even the ignorant find the path of spiritual progress. (example of Bhagat Valmiki in line 2 of stanza 9).

4) With the power of listening to His Name, the devotee is able to understand the endless ocean of maya i.e. this world. (which is not possible otherwise.)

5) And 6. Guru Nanak Dev says that such a devotee is always in a state of bliss because all his sins and sorrows are destroyed by listening to His Name. (11)
By now the devotee has made progress from listening to His Name and collecting information from the wise and scriptures etc. to a stage where he accepts and believes in His Name and has moulded His Name in his life. In other words, he is not only repeating His Name; he is wholly absorbed and becomes one with His Name. This is a very exalted state. Guru Nanak Dev says that there are no words which can describe the state of such a devotee. He rises above the material conditions and three qualities of maya and has thus realized the Lord who is beyond maya, Pure, Immaculate "Niranjan".

The process of absorption or conversion into the Divine is not sudden or easy. The devotee has thrown away his small self i.e. ego with all its manifestations in the form of wrath, lust, desires and other passions and consequently his unhappiness too. It will help to express this process of conversion through four traditional stages of communication with the Lord (1) vaikhari (2) madhyam (3) pasyanti and (4) para. In the initial stages, our communication with the Lord, our Japa or repetition of His Name is over our tongue. This stage is articulate and external. The words are in gross form. This is action form of Japa or vaikhari.

The next is madhayam or middle stage of Japa in which both the vital and lower regions function. Some effort is required for this stage. The next stage pasyanti, represents, Japa in lower joyous regions, involving illuminating vision and our mind is more involved in this stage.

The last stage of Japa i.e. para is transcendental, beyond maya, beyond material considerations i.e. Immaculate, Pure "Niranjan". The devotee has reached this stage by now which is described in next four stanzas. In Gurbani, this is called "Ajapa Jap" i.e. Jap which does not require any effort and is automatic and continuous. Maharishi Ramana of Tiruvannamalai
has described this Japa like continuous flow of clarified butter (ghee) or a mountain stream i.e. without break. This is also called "Atut Chintan" or continuous remembrance.

At this stage, the devotee has risen above narrow loyalties of community, race country or religion. He sees Lord in everybody and everywhere. This is actually the stage of liberation or mukti or heaven, because he is free from bondage of maya. The concept of heaven where one enjoys juicy fruit, rich wines, beautiful women and no work to do is a misnomer and misleading.

The devotee is a man of knowledge as well as a servant of His creation, serves and saves those who follow him. He is fit to work as a spiritual guide and need not go about seeking guidance from outside, because the Supreme Guide inside him has revealed everything to him.

1) Mane ki gat kahi na jai. 2) Je ko kahe pichhe pachhtai. 3) Kagad kalam na likhan har. 4) Mane ka bahe karan vichar. 5) Aisa Naam Niranj an hoi. 6) Je ko munn jane mun koi. (12)

1) The state of one, who accepts and believes in His Will and Name, is in-describable.
2) If some body makes an attempt to describe, he will be an utter failure and will there fore repent later for having made an attempt.
3) No amount of papers and pens can accommodate and write the praise of such a devotee.
4) Those who try to assess such a devotee’s state will sit and continue with the assessment and will not be able to complete, because it is beyond assessment.
5) And 6. His Name and His Glory is Pure and immaculate, it is enshrined in devotee’s heart. It is only those who have truly believed in His Name and experienced such a state can know. But such devotees are rare. (12)

1) Mane surat hovai mun budh. 2) Mane sagal bhavan kisudh. 3) Mane muh chota na khai. 4) Mane jum ke sath na jai. 5) Aisa Naam Nirajan hoi. 6) Je ko munn jane mun koi. (13)

1) The devotee, who believes in His Name, has his mind and intellect opened up to Higher Divine Consciousness.
2) The devotee, who believes in His Name, has awareness extending to all spheres of human and out-worldly existence.
3) And 4.) The devotee, who believes in His Name, does not face the God of Death because he rises beyond birth and death and therefore does not have to face any giving of account, or punishment for his karma, such an exalted soul rises above karma as well as the cycle of birth and death.
4) And 6.) His Name and His Glory is Pure and Immaculate, it is enshrined in devotee’s heart. It is only those who have truly believed in His Name and experienced such a state can know. But such devotees are rare. (13)

Nitinem
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1) The devotee who believes in His Name, does not meet any obstacle in his spiritual path. It is said that if we walk one step toward God, He comes ten steps towards us, therefore there is no question for any obstacle in the path of such an exalted devotee.

2) Such a devotee commands respect in this world and goes with honour to the next.

3) Such a devotee does not follow any narrow creed, religion or thinking because he is associated with "Dharma", the True Religion of the Lord.

4) His Name and Glory is Pure and Immaculate, it is enshrined in devotee's heart. It is only those, who have truly believed in His Name and experienced such a state can know. But such devotees are rare. (14)
himself and later if he is a teacher, he saves his followers too.

4) Guru Nanak Dev says that such a devotee who believes in His Name does not go about begging for guidance. (He only seeks advice of God seated in his heart.)

5) And 6.) His Name and Glory are Pure and Immaculate, it is enshrined in devotee's heart. It is only those, who have truly believed in His Name and experienced such as state can know. But such devotees are rare. (15)

**Stanza 16, The Devotee is Now Ready for Next Stage, Discrimination or "Vivek**

Now that the devotee's mind is fully trained to think of God in every being and every where, his soul is elevated, he is complete in all respects, and is therefore accepted by the Lord as His own and by the people as their leader. Guru Nanak Dev therefore calls him "Panch", one who is accepted by people as their representative.

He is involved in spiritual humanism about which the great sage Aurobindo has said, "The fundamental idea is that mankind is the God-head to be worshiped and served by man and that the respect, the service and the progress of human beings and human life, are the chief duty and chief aim of the human spirit. No other idol, neither the nation, the state the family, nor anything else ought to take it's place, they are only worthy or respect so far as they are images of the human spirit and enshrine and add to its self manifestation". Similar sentiments were expressed by Mr. M.K. Gnadhi "I am endeavouring to see God through the service of humanity, for I know that God is neither in heaven nor down below but in every heart."

This very noble thought is expressed in the end of the stanza by Guru Nanak Dev.

In the first four lines Guru Nanak Dev has explained greatness of the devotee who has reached the state of "Pancha".

Nitinem ________________________________ (48)
i.e. has full control on his five senses. Then he follows on to the Great Glory of Almighty and has discussed certain very logical issues regarding His creation i.e. universe, nature etc. Here Guru Nanak Dev expects the devotee to graduate to be a man of discrimination i.e. "Vivek". He starts analyzing what is right and what is wrong.

Parmashnasa Ramakrishna has beautifully explained the metamorphosis of a "man of faith" to "man of discrimination" in a parable. He says, God is a vast ocean encompassing everything on this universe. First the devotee, who is not able to comprehend "Nirguna" or unmanifest aspect of God, worships Him in a manifest or "Sargun" aspect i.e. an idol, a name, a mantra or any other aspect. When his faith becomes very intense, some water of the vast ocean freezes to show the manifest form of "his God" to him as a "vision". This increases his devotion and the God blesses him with power of discrimination. The heat of his faith and discrimination, melts the ice of manifest form back to water. Then the devotee is able to apprehend whole of the ocean or the unmanifest aspect of God. This will be clear from the example of saint Namdev who was an idol worshipper earlier and changed over to a worshipper of Un-manifest God. Please refer to my look, "Bani of Bahats" published by All India Pingalwara Charitable Society Amritsar (INDIA) or send me a request for E-copy.

Here Guru Nanak Dev is blessing the devotee with power of discrimination. The "Pancha" who has already achieved great eminence, goes on to dive deep into creation of universe, nature and then with full understanding of the inner secrets, serves mankind as per His will. Guru Nanak Dev has declared that only that work which pleases Him is good.

1) The saints are approved by the Lord and accepted by the people as their leaders, they also have the control of maya.
2) The saints are also honoured in the Lord’s court.
3) The saints shine in the councils of rulers in this world.
4) The saints are always dwelling on One Lord who is their guru, guide and everything.

Now from the praise of saints, Guru Nanak Dev has shifted to appreciate grandeur or glory of God, His creation and the mysteries of nature.

5) And 6) If someone was to ponder over doings of the Lord, these are beyond assessment and beyond description.

The next six lines i.e. (7) to (12) are devoted to the myth that a bull is supporting the earth on its horns, when it gets tired, he moves his hours and thus causes earth quake. Guru Nanak Dev has exploded this myth by arguing that there are so many planets in the universe, what is the force under these planets? If the bull is supporting the earth, what is weight of the earth and what is the support for the bull?

7) And 8) The fabled bull is in fact, His Law born out of His mercy. The mercy of One who had setup perfect balance (harmony) to make all things function in their respective places. (Thus the Law, born out of His infinite mercy and sustained by harmony is a great blessing.)

9) And 10) Let the believer in the bull myth explain the truth i.e. the extent of burden on the bull to justify this theory.

10) And 12) There are numerous planets, like earth in the universe, what is the force under these planets?

This is a beautiful example of discrimination in action. The next example Guru Nanak Dev has taken up is the story of creation of Universe. There are so many myths according to different schools of thought.

13) And 14) There are many living objects of many species, colours and names. They are all like letters written by continuously flowing pen of the Almighty.

15) And 16) If somebody makes effort to write all this account of different types of creations created by Him, just imagine how large will that account be?

17) How immeasurable is Your power, O Lord and how beautiful Your form as manifested in this universe.
18) Nobody has the capacity and capability to find out the gifts bestowed by the Lord on His creation.
19) And 20) With only one command, You created the whole universe and millions of rivers started flowing.
21) Your play is wonderful; nobody has the power to describe the same.
22) I am too insignificant to be a sacrifice to you even once.
23) Whatever work pleases you, is good. (This is the highest stage when the devotee has not only accepted His Will, but has started praising His Will and totally be one with it. He takes all of His creation as His form and serves it.)
24) Unmanifest one, beyond maya you abide forever. (This is same as "Sat" and the first saloka after Mool Mantra.)

Stanza 17 to 19
In these three stanzas, Guru Nanak Dev goes deeper into the questions which are on the mind of almost everyone. Why are people good or bad? Why does God give misery and sorrow? These question and many more are tackled in these stanzas.

Stanza 17 The Unmanifested one is Beyond Senses, Mind and Intellect of Humans
In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has taken the case of countless people who are doing repetition of Name, devotion, austerities, reading of Vedas, keeping silence, giving charities and are valiant fighters in battles. They are not able to apprehend the mysteries of the unmanifested One because these are beyond the senses, mind and intellect. All the activities mentioned in this stanza from 1st to 8th line are performed through body, mind and intellect only. Therefore these activities are not effective to perceive unmanifest God. This is amplification of "Gur Prasad" in Mool Mantra.
1) Countless are those who are doing meditation and
countless are those who have love for others and devotion
towards their objects of worship.

2) Countless are those who are indulging in ceremonial
worship and countless are those who are undergoing
punishing austerities.

3) Countless are reading Vedas and other holy texts.

4) Countless are doing Yogic practices and whose minds are
detached from the world.

5) Countless are the devotees who are reflecting on the
virtues and wisdom of God.

6) Countless are those who are contented and generous
givers of gifts and charity.

7) Countless are the brave fighters who are prepared to take
blows of weapons on their faces.

8) Countless are the practitioners of silence, engaged in
unbroken concentration of mind.

9) O Lord! Your play is wonderful. I have no power to
describe the same i.e. You have created countless people

Nitinem
doing countless noble deeds. You are beyond comprehension and description.

10) I am too insignificant to be a sacrifice to you even once, for you have put countless people on good work.

11) Whatever work pleases you is good. (This is the highest stage when the devotee not only accepts His Will, but has started praising His Will and is totally with it. He takes all of His creation as His form and serves it.)

12) Unmanifested One, beyond maya. You abide for ever. (This is same as "Sat" and the first sloka after Mool Mantra) (17)

Stanza 18 God is Ever Merciful. He Never Punishes

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has taken up the issue of people who, in the understanding of the common man are bad, sinners, or a low level. Such a conviction arises out of our lack of understanding of the situation. So Guru Nanak Dev explains that it is all according to His master plan. Everybody is doing what is expected of him in the Lord's great plan.

It is wrong to suppose that there can be any unmerited inequality or victimisation. Man's own vision is narrow. Man relates good and evil to his own tastes, views and desires. He projects his own subjective aims and preferences into the objective universe. He begins to imagine that all natural processes have only him in view designed to serve his needs. He therefore takes partial view of things and is ignorant of the order and harmony prevailing in Nature as a whole.

Man does not realise that pain and suffering may in fact be the cure of his ills and build his character. God has His own ways of opening the eyes of human beings. When people, as a result of their own weakness of foolishness, suffer, it is only then that they begin to look upon life from a new perspective. Left to themselves, they will not understand their shortcomings. When God's so-called wrath falls on them, it is time they looked within themselves. It is like doctor's knife. Although, in a surgical operation, the patient suffers acute pain, but the intention of the doctor is to heal him and the patient happily
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goes to the hospital, pays fees for the operation and thanks the
doctor after the operation. If we have the same attitude towards
God's Mercy to correct us, we will be much happier.

All humans are His reflection and are therefore capable of
attaining the highest state. As some body has said "There is so
much of good among the worst and so much of evil in the best."
There are numerous examples of extremely bad people instantly
transformed into great souls by His Grace delivered through
sages and saints.

To understand the play of the Lord, an example would
make it easy. All the creation is like a big drama. We are all
actors. Some playing heroes and other villains. Unfortunately
through ignorance we start thinking our stage life as real and
label people as good and bad. For correct understanding, we
should take the position before and after the drama and ignore
the role, as it was only as per direction of the play-writer and
director.

Taking the subject of discrimination from the myth of the
bull supporting the earth, creation of the universe, good people
on the path of spiritualism, in this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev deals
with the so-called bad people. He brings out that whatsoever
work, even bad or cruel work, is given to us by the Almighty,
is therefore good and should be carried out by us as our duty
or dharma. The so-called bad people are not bad. They are only
playing the role as such as given to them by the Lord in His
play of the world.
In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has described countless people who are doing so-called negative type of actions, but he says that this is also due to His play.

1) Countless are the fools who are drowned in deep ignorance.
2) Countless are thieves who live on earnings which are not due to them.
3) Countless are those who rule over others with unjust might and depart from this world as such.
4) Countless are people who commit murders by cutting throats of others.
5) Countless are the sinners who depart from this world committing sins i.e. without repentance.
6) Countless are the liars who waste their lives by spreading falsehood.
7) Countless are the evil persons who eat the filth and rubbish of unearned money.
8) Countless are the slanderers who carry the load of the sin of slander on their head.
9) And 10) Guru Nanak Dev says, he is too low a person, who can not have any thought of the Mercy of the Lord who is working in these people for their final good. He (Guru Nanak Dev) is too insignificant to be a sacrifice to such a Lord even once.
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11) Whatever work pleases you O Lord, is good. (No work is bad and no person is bad.)
12) O Formless one, beyond maya, you abide for ever. (18)

Stanza 19 The Lord is Above All Scripts and Languages

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has brought His Name, sacred places, the scripts and the languages into the realm of discrimination. He says, there are countless Names of the Lord and there are countless places which are sacred. All are His Names and places which are assigned to Him with full faith and devotion are His and He will respond to that.

We use alphabet and language to remember His Name and His praise, His knowledge etc. All languages and scripts are His but He is above all languages and scripts. He can not be confined to them. Some people have a misunderstanding that some languages like 'Sanskrit' are only suitable for spiritual subjects. This is not correct. All languages are equally good. This was precisely why Lord Budha wrote in 'Pali' and not in 'Sanskrit'. Guru Nanak Dev and all saints of "Bhakti" movement have sung His praise in the local languages. He does whatever pleases Him and His nature can not be brought under consideration by the mortals.
1) Countless are His Names and countless are places which are considered by man as His abodes. This is further amplified in lines 10 and 11.

2) Countless are the words created by Him which are beyond the appraisal and reach of man.

3) Even to say that He has created countless worlds is to express His doings inadequately.

4) It is only by words that we utter His Name and praise Him.

5) It is only by words that we relate His wisdom, sing His glories and come to understand His virtues.

6) It is only by means of words that the holy word like "Gurbani" is written and spoken by saints and prophets.

7) It is only by words that we express our relation with Him (some pray to Him as Mother, some as Father, some as Master, some as friend and some as Husband or Lover etc.) The fate of human beings is beyond words as this is written by Him. (He and His actions are beyond words.)

8) But He who has written these words is beyond the words. When we name anything like earth, sun, trees or some person's name, these words represent that thing or person and we are at once able to visualize the object. But this is not possible for Him as He is beyond words.

9) Everybody gets only what is ordained by Him for that person.

10) Whatever is created by Him is His Name.
11.) So that there is no place without His Name.
12.) Guru Nanak Dev says that he has no power to describe His play.
13.) He is too insignificant to be a sacrifice to Him even once.
14.) Whatever work pleases you, O Lord is good.
15.) O formless one beyond maya, you abide for ever. (19)

Stanza 20 Law of Karma and How to Escape the Cycle of Cause and Effect

So far, we have been dealing with His Will. In this stanza now Guru Nanak Dev has clarified that His Will is simply Law of Karma i.e. all good or bad actions have their effect and so every person enjoys the fruit of his actions. His Will is therefore not an arbitrary judgement. It is based on sum total of our actions spread over all the lives we have lived since we got separated from Him. This is called "Prarabdha". Karma is of three types. "Sanchita" is the sum total of our Karma through out of all our births in the past and present. "Agami" is the Karma which will fructify in future. "Praraldha" is the Karma which has fructified and we are experiencing it in our present life.

This is explained in detail by Guru Nanak Dev in the following couplet.

Dadde dos na deu kise, dos karaman apniya.
Jo main kiya so main paiya, dos na dije awar jana.

Why blame others? I must blame my own deeds; for I have reaped the fruit of what I have sown. No others must ever be blamed for what is our fate.
It means that every act has its effect on the doer, affecting his character, state and rate of evolution. Every act leaves an impression on one's mental structure and if it is repeated and persisted on further, it becomes part of one's nature and in consequence one's future actions flow from it in a more spontaneous and easy flowing manner. These are habits or latencies and cause of our desires. In the long run, the moral effect of one's doings, are thus worked into one's character.

The Law of Karma lays down that every man carries with him his whole past, in the form of character, through the accumulated tendencies that ultimately become a part of his nature. At death, the same nature is carried by the psyche along with the mind into its next incarnation. God in His mercy ensures appropriate environment for working out the karma in the new life. The gross elements of the body get dissolved, but the self, with its mental or psychic elements, abides and seeks a new home, where it can fulfill itself and evolve.

Guru Nanak Dev in the 6th line of this stanza, has given the solution as to how to get rid of accumulated negative karma. He says that if your psyche is filled with vicious or bad karma, it can be washed with His Name.

1) Bhariye hath pair tun deh. 2) Pani dhote utras kheh. 3) Moot paliti kapar hoi. 4) De saboon layie oh dhoi. 5) Bhariye mut papan ke sung. 6) Oh dhope nave ke rung. 7) Puni papi akhan
And 2) If your hands, feet and the body become filthy, these can be made clean by washing with water and all the dirt and ashes etc. will be removed.

And 4) If a cloth becomes polluted with urine etc., this can be washed with soap.

And 6) On the same analogy, if one's mind or psyche is vicious or negative, it can also be cleansed with His Holy Name.

Remember carefully, the terms, virtuous and vicious are not only expressions or mere talk.

Whatever you do, good or bad is recorded in your account in the psyche and you carry its effects as fruit of action. (Law of Karma)

Whatever you sow, the same you shall reap and eat i.e. your reward for action is strictly on merit.

Guru Nanak Dev says that, as a result of net total effect of your actions, as per His Will, you reincarnate again and again.

As a result of the formula for escaping the Law of Karma given in line No. 6, when a devotee, however bad or vicious, with the effect of His Name gets released from the cycle of births and deaths i.e. he becomes self realized or a "Jiwan Mukta", he is automatically freed from his past karma. (20)

Stanza 21 Gathering Virtues Through the Virtuous Lord and Mystery of Creation

This stanza is divided into two parts. The first eight lines discuss about gathering virtues through the Virtuous Lord and the next ten lines are about the time of creation of the universe.

The Last stanza discusses how His Name destroys the bondage of Karma directly. The other virtues like visit to holy places i.e. pilgrimages, austerities, giving of alms and acts of charity etc. can also break the bonds of karma if they help to create awareness of the Name. The fact to be always kept in mind is that, ultimately, it is His Name only that saves.

Nitnem ____________________________ (61)
In the same way, every other devotional practice that fails to generate spiritual power through His Name is not worth much. This power comes through inner purification, virtuous life of truth, love, humility, compassion etc. which the Name generates in the devotee.

Here, one should be clear that these qualities are to be generated for building character and not reputation. The difference between the two is explained in the following quotation. "Reputation is what men and women think of us, character is what God and the angels know of us." Thus the virtues like pilgrimages, charities etc. do help to build reputation but His Name builds one's character.

As per the creation of the Universe, Guru Nanak Dev is of the opinion that the One who created the Universe only knows. Rest is all useless talk based on surmises and therefore he does not encourage such wasteful discussion. Spiritual theories, philosophic doctrines and even metaphysical aspects of religion, that are not actually related to practical life are treated as airy things only meant for mental gymnastics, may be good in their own limited way. But aimless theorizing and mere abstractions, divorced form life and lacking practical values should be discarded. The Guru is very impatient with metaphysics or pursuit of philosophy that has no practical bearing on life. He has therefore purposely avoided the questions like, how the universe was created? (Stanza 16) and, when was it created? (Stanza 21) and stresses that only God who created the Universe, knows all. Let us concentrate upon praising the Lord which will do us good and thus not indulge in wasteful philosophical exercises.
1) Tirath tap daiya dat dan. 2) Je ko pave til ka maan. 3) Suniya maniya mun kita bhau. 4) Antargat tirath mal nau. 5) Sabh gun teri main nahi koi. 6) Vin gun kite bhagat na hoi. 7) Suast aath bani barmau. 8) Sat suhna sada mun chau. 9) Kawan suwela, vakhat kawan, kawan thit kawan var. 10) Kawan se ruti, mah kawan jih how aakar. 11) Vel na payia panditi je hove lekh puran. 12) Wakhata na paiyo kadia je likhan lekh Quran. 13) Thit war na jogi jana rut mah no koi. 14) Ja karta sirthi ko saje, Aape jana soi. 15) Kiv kar aakha, kiv salah, kiv varni kiv jana. 16) Nanak aakhan sabh ko aakhe, ik du ik siana. 17) Wada Saheb, wadi Nai, kita ja ka hove. 18) Nanak je ko aapo jana, age giya na sohe. (21)

1) And 2) Pilgrimages, austerities, charities, deeds of compassion etc., all devotional practices are to be hailed but only if these enable one to acquire, even a grain of honour in His court. (Here Guru Nanak Dev is stressing that all devotional practices are good only if they generate His Name in devotee's soul. Growth of Name is a clear sign of devotee's spiritual growth.)
3) And 4) Who ever listens and believes in His Name and enshrines His love in his heart, bathes at the inner sacred fountain of the Lord i.e. Atma, thus washes his sins. (Please note lines 5 & 6 in stanza 5, they are similar but at that sate, the devotee was only at "singing of praise, listening and having His Love in heart" stage. So only his sorrows were dispelled. Here the devotee has finally believed in His Name. So his sins are washed away which is much higher degree of His Grace. This is the Glory of believing firmly in His Name.)

5) And 6) All virtues are Yours and come from You only. None of these can be my own. Thus unless you give me virtues, there can not be any real devotion. (Because any devotional exercises however meticulously followed, if they do not produce virtuous life are in vain.)

7) And 8) Blessed is Your word, enshrining Your wisdom and indicating the way to virtuous life. (Here Guru Nanak Dev is referring to Gurbani.) O Lord, you are Existence, Beauty and Eternal Joy. Therefore you are to be dwelt upon for acquiring Existence, Beauty and Joy. This is the way to spiritual enrichment.

9) What was the time and what were the dates according to Hindu and Muslim calendars i.e. solar or lunar calendars?

10) What were the season and the month when the creation first came into existence?

11) The pundits have not found the time, otherwise there would have been a record of this in the Puranas.

12) Nor have the quzis found the time, otherwise it would have been mentioned in Quran Sharif.

13) The Yogis do not know the solar or lunar dates. Nobody knows the season or the month.

14) It is only the Creator alone who knows as to when He created this universe.

15) In this context, how can I (Guru Nanak Dev), who do not even know how to speak about Him, praise Him or describe Him, more so, say about mysteries of His creation?
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(64)
16) Yet, Guru Nanak Dev says that each considering himself wiser than others, speaks of His mysteries.

17) Let us only say that the Lord and Master is great. His glory is great and whatever comes to pass is due to Him.

18) He who claims to measure the words of the Lord, by his intellectual capacity is not judged favourably in His court (21).

Stanza 22 Mystery of Creation, How Many Worlds?

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev continues with the subject of mystery of creation started from line No. 9 of the last stanza where he dealt with the time of creation. In this stanza he deals with, how many worlds? How many skies? How many underworlds? And then he goes into ecstasy or mystic bliss and declares, "Let us praise Him and say He is Great and He alone knows what He has created."

1) Patala patal lakh agasa agas. 2) Orak orak bhal thake, Ved kehan ik vat. 3) Sahas athrah kahan kateba asulu ik dhat. 4) Lekha hoi ta likhiye lekhe hoi vinas. 5) Nanak wada akhiye aape jane aap. (22)

1) There are millions and millions of under worlds and millions and millions of skies and upper worlds.

2) The Vedas too proclaim the one undisputable truth, which the people in search of under worlds and upper worlds have grown weary of finding the end of the count and have not been able to find the same.

3) But the holy books of the Muslims, Jews and Christians claim that there are eighteen thousand worlds are having
their origin in one Lord or the God.

4) If the count were possible at all, then it might be attempted. However it is not possible, and men making the attempt have perished, without ever coming to the end of the count. (Here Guru Nanak Dev is stressing that it is futile to measure the immeasurable.)

5) So, Guru Nanak Dev says, let us praise Him and say He is Great and He alone knows Himself (and His creation) (22).

**Stanza 23 Sing His Glories and Merge In Him**

The reader should not get the impression that God wants, any praise for Himself. Guru Nanak Dev has explained this point clearly as under:

\[ \text{Je Sabh mili ke akhan pahe.} \]
\[ \text{Wada na hove, ghat na jai.} \]

"Even if the whole world were engaged in describing His greatness, He would neither be any more or any less great."

Dwelling on His praise, leads to merging in Him as streams and rivers merge in the ocean. It is becoming like Him, rich and powerful, when that happens, there is no point in measuring Him, for one becomes part of Him and knows all. Then, truth, love, humility, wisdom and other moral, spiritual and intellectual qualities start flowing into the devotee automatically. This is very beautifully explained by Guru Nanak Dev elsewhere that it is like one metal getting merged in the same metal. (If two pieces of copper are heated, they melt and become one. Then it is not possible to tell them apart.)

Nitinem
1) Salam ah e sali ah i seti surat na payia. 2) Nadia at vah pawah samund na janieh. 3) Samund sah sultan girha seti mal dhan. 4) Kiri tul na hovni je tis manhu na visrahi. (23)

1) The devotees praise the Lord, till they merge in Him and yet they do not know that they have become one with Him.
2) As streams and rivers when they fall into ocean, merge into it and lose their identity and become indistinguishable.
3) And 4) Those kings and emperors, who rule the oceans and have mountains of wealth and other possessions, are not equal to an ant, if such an ant has not forgotten the Lord (23).

Stanza 24 Union With the Infinite Only Possible in Super-Conscious State

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev takes discrimination to greater heights, describes the Lord and His praise, gifts, creation etc. as endless. He has described Him to be not only great, but He goes on becoming greater as one starts knowing His greatness. Then the question arises, how to know such a great One? Guru Nanak Dev says only one who is as great as Him can know Him. Next question is how to become as great as Him? Get merged in Him through His Name which is still greater. This merger in the ocean by the rivers theory has been explained by him in the last stanza. And this merger is only possible through the devotee’s karma and His grace.

For absorption into Him, one does not have to go to another world. It is here and in this body only. Guru Nanak Dev has explained this very succinctly as follows:
God has created human body with nine doors (openings). But at the highest location of this body, (the "crown" or the sahasrara chakra which is located in the highest point in the human skull and is considered to be residence of Atma) is the in-most self where He resides.
Endless is His praise, and endless is its description.

2) Endless are His acts of benevolence and endless are His gifts.

3) He is endless; His ends can not be reached by the faculty of vision or hearing (senses).

4) There is no end to the speculations as to what is in His mind (Here Guru Nanak Dev refers to astrology.)

5) And 6) His creation of the world and the beings is endless. It is not possible to reach the two shores of His creation.

7) And 8) How many are desperately toiling to reach His ends? But they have not been able to reach them.

9) And 10) Nobody knows His ends, more you reach, greater He becomes.

11) The Lord is great, His abode is higher still.

12) Higher still is His Name. (He is therefore approachable through His Name).

13) And 14) When the Lord is great, only one who is great enough can know Him. (Here Guru Nanak Dev is explaining that one who is absorbed in His Name which is higher still can only know Him.)

15) The Lord Himself, He alone knows how exalted He is.

16) Guru Nanak Dev says, those who have His compassion and Grace will be given the gift of knowing Him. (Because they are one with Him. This does not contradict line. 15.)

Stanza 25 Thank For Gifts and He Shall Meet Your Needs

In the last stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has advised the devotee to seek His Name from the Master of Gifts. This brings us to the subject of prayer. The Lord has variety of people at His Door begging various types of gifts. In the line 14 of this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev says, "He knows what we need and He gives the same to us." Thus, strictly speaking, we need not ask for anything from Him, except His Name. But as our faith Nitnem
Nitnem is not so ripe yet, so long we have body consciousness. (we feel that we are the body and not Atma) We feel the needs of our body and the relations of this body. So in this situation, it is best to thank the Lord for His Gifts already bestowed on us and not ask for anything. Since we do not know what is good for us, we may mistakenly ask for something which is in the long run harmful for us. Therefore it would be safest to leave unto the Lord what He should give to us.

Guru Nanak Dev describes in this stanza that there are so many people who get gifts from Him and waste them, over-indulge in enjoyments and others outright deny them. If we remember that all what we enjoy are His gifts, and thank the Lord for them, we would be saved from the situation of being ungrateful.

Prayer is very powerful. This prayer should be addressed only to the Almighty Lord and no one else. True prayer is meant to satisfy the need of the soul. It is laying bare one’s heart, it is an honest dialogue with God, a sort of conversation with Him, as a troubled mind finds a consoler in a friend to whom all is surrendered in complete confidence. It is human soul speaking to Universal Soul.

Most important pre-requisite for a prayer is sincerity. Unless one bares one’s soul in this entire nakedness, it can not be an honest prayer. For this, one must learn to see one-self in true light. Normally, we see our virtues as bigger and our failings as smaller. It is reverse in case of others. With such a distorted viewpoint, prayer has no meaning. The Soul must come out in all sincerity and humility. The prayer, in addition to His Name, should include association with saints, humility, peace, truth and contentment. These qualities help strengthen the effect of Name.

Nitnem
1) Bahuta karam likhiya na jaye. 2) Vada data til na tamai.
3) Kete mangahe jodh apaar. 4) Katia ganat nahi vichar. 5) Kete khap tutahe vekar. 6) Kete le le mukar pahe. 7) Kete moorakh khahi khahe. 8) Ketia dookh bhookh sad mar. 9) Aih bhi daat teri dataar. 10) Band khalasi bhane hoi. 11) Hor aakh na sake koi. 12) Je ko khaik aakh an pahe. 13) Oh jane jetia mooch khae. 14) Aape jane aape dei. 15) Aakhe se bhe kei ke. 16) Jis no bakhse sift salah. 17) Nanak patsahi patsah. (25)

His benevolence is so abundant, it can not be described in words.

He is such an exalted giver that He does not expect anything in return.

How many warriors of un-surpassed valour are begging at His door?

The number of beggars at His door defies count or calculation.

Many are those who destroy themselves through over indulgence in the gifts He has bestowed on them.

Many receive bounties but deny the Giver.

Many fools have learnt nothing beyond consuming and enjoying His gifts.

Many are there who are always suffering from hunger and pain.
Yet, O Benefactor, it is Your Grace on them for it is Your way of showing them correct path or teaching them the lesson they are to learn. (All suffering is meant to teach us the lesson we are supposed to learn for our evolution.)

It is only as per Your will that one is freed from bondage of maya or illusion.

No one can claim anything contrary to this i.e. nobody can claim that he got freedom from maya with his own capability and effort and not His Grace.

If there is a fool to make such a claim.

Only he will know, how many blows he will receive on his face.

Only He alone knows our real needs and fulfills them.

There are very rare people who know this and say so because they have full faith in Him. (They are the saints, who know the Truth.)

And 17) So Guru Nanak Dev says, he whose heart is filled with His praise is made the king of kings by Him (25).

Stanza 26 Priceless is the Shop of the Lord, It's Wares and The Dealers in Wares (Saints)

Guru Nanak Dev is continuing the subject of discrimination. After dealing with the mysteries of His creation, His gifts, His greatness etc., now he comes to those who deal, distribute and obtain His Name, Praise and Grace i.e. the saints and devotees. He says that all these are priceless. Even Gods and Vedas etc. have not been able to assess their worth. Saint Kabir in his sloka no. 162 in Sri Guru Granth Sahib has said that the Lord’s Name is a precious jewel and his saints are the jewellers. They disclose their wares only when a worthy person approaches them for His Name.
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dharamamuldeban. 6) Amul tulamulpawan. 7) Amulbakhcis
amulnisan. 8) Amul karamamulphurman. 9) AmulAmul
aakhiyana jaye. 10) Aakh aakhrahe livlaye. 11) Aakheved
pathpuran. 12) Aakheparekarevikhyan. 13) AakheBarmeaakheInd. 14)
AakhegopiteGovind. 15) AakheIsarakdhesidh. 16) AakheketekiteBudh. 17) AakhenadanvaakheDev. 18)
Aakhessunarmunijanserv. 19) Keteaakhkhe,aakhkenpahe.
bolevigor. 26) Talikhiyesirsirgawar(gawar(26).

1) Priceless are His virtues and priceless is the business in
these virtues.

Nitinem (73)
2) Priceless are the traders in these virtues (Saints) and priceless is their stock of virtues (Name).

3) Priceless are the customers in virtues (devotees) and priceless are those devotees who go back enriched with these virtues.

4) Priceless are the devotees in love with Him and priceless are those devotees who have merged in Him.

5) Priceless is the moral law of the Lord and priceless is His court where this law is administered.

6) Priceless is His balance and priceless are His weights or measures used for the assessment of virtues.

7) Priceless is His Grace and priceless is His mark of acceptance or approval.

8) Priceless is His benevolence and priceless is command that bestows His benevolence.

9) How priceless is the Lord? This is beyond description.

10) Those who have attempted description are rendered mute in wonder and admiration.

11) Yet many have attempted His description through Vedas and Puranas.

12) And the learned persons describe Him and hold discourses about Him.

13) The Brahmas and Indras describe Him.

14) Lord Krishna and gopis describe Him.

15) Lord Shiva and sidhas describe Him.

16) So many Budhas describe Him.

17) The demons and gods describe Him.

18) The Godly men, practitioners of silence and the devotees in His service describe Him.

19) Many more describe Him and many more are attempting to describe Him.

20) Many more depart from the world describing Him.

21) If He had created as many more beings.

22) Even then they could not have described Him.

23) The Lord can be as great as He wills.

24) Guru Nanak Dev says, the True One only knows how great He is.

Nitinem  

(74)
25) If an idle talker happens to be bold enough to claim
26) He should be recorded as most ignorant of fools. (26)

Stanza 27 The Unique Court of The Lord

This stanza is continuation of teaching to the devotee about discrimination or "viveka". It can be divided into three parts. The first sixteen lines describe grandeur of the Lord's Court and the type of personalities that are paying obeisance to the Lord by singing His praise. This is meant to teach the devotee to rise above any personal God if one has been worshipping, and impress on him that all the gods and goddesses are created by Him and are working under His Will. One should therefore worship only His Name and sing only His praise.

The second part of next four (17th to 20th line) are in praise of the Lord that He is Eternal, Creator, works independently as per His Will and that it is only He, ever true and His Name is true.

The third part is the last two lines. These lines describe that the Lord can not be told by any body, He is the final Lord and that we should abide in His Will. This is in fact reassertion of last line of first stanza i.e. follow only His Will.
1) So dar keha so ghar keha jīt bah sarab samale. 2) Waje nad anek asankha kete vavanhare. 3) Kete rag pari siu kahian kete gawan hare. 4) Gavahe tuhno paun pani baisantar gave raja dharam duare. 5) Gavahe Chit Gupat likh jahne likh likh Dharam vichare. 6) Gavehe Isar Barma Devi, sohan sada saware. 7) Gavehe sidh samadhi under gavan sadh vichare. 8) Gavan jati sati santokhi gavahe vir karare. 10) Gavan pandit paran rakhisar jug jug veda nale. 11) Gavahe mohanin man mohan surga machh payiale. 12) Gavan ratan upaye tere aath sath tirath nale. 13) Gavahe jodh maha bal soora, gavahe khani chare. 14) Gavahe khand mandal varbhand, kar kar rakhe dhare. 15) Sei tuhinho gavahe, jo tuh bhawan, rate tere bhagat rasale. 16) Hore kete gavan se mai chit na awan, Nanak kiya vichare. 17) Soi soi sada Sach Sahib sacha sachi

Nitinem
Nai. 18) *Hai bhi hosaa jaa, rach na jin rachai. 19) Rang rangi bhati kar kar, jinsi maya jin upai. 20) Kar kar waikhe kita aapna, jiv tis di wadiyai. 21) *Jo tis bhawai soi karsi, hukam na karna jai. 22) *So patsah saja patsahib Nanak rahan rajai. (27).

Somebody asks this question from Guru Nanad Dev.

1) How grand is the entrance and how grand is the mansion, where the Lord sits and takes care of all His creation? Guru Nanak Dev replies and explains the grandeur of the place.

2) Countless are the musical instruments and countless are those who play upon these instruments.

3) Countless ragas (musical modes and measures) are sung by countless musicians in glory of the Lord.

4) All the elements like air, water, fire etc. sing His praise, so also Dharam Raj (God of justice) is singing His praise at His door.

5) The mythical scribe, (Chitra Gupt who records every one's deeds, based on which Dharam Raj takes decision about their future after death) also sings His praise.

6) The incarnations like Shiva, Brahma and Parvati Devi who have been exalted by Him and look so beautiful also sing His praise.

7) The king of gods, Indira sitting on his throne, along with other gods sings His praise at His door.

8) The sidh yogis in their meditation and the sadhus in their thoughts are singing His praise.

9) Those who have won their emotions, the zealots and those, the contented ones along with heroes are singing His praise.

10) The pundits, great rishis (seers) along with Vedas of respective ages which they study are singing His praise.

11) The beauties of the heavens, earth and other worlds who entice the minds of men are also singing His praise.
12) The most precious objects like jewels, as also the 68 places of pilgrimage created by the Lord also sing His praise.
13) The warriors and the brave, of great might and all those created through the four sources of life (birth through womb, egg, sweat and by seed germination in the earth or cell bifurcation) sing His praise.
14) The whole universe, its regions and all its parts created and sustained by Him, sing His praise.
15) Those, who are fully absorbed in His Love and who please Him sing His praise.
16) In addition to the above categories, many more are singing His praise, whom I do not know, What can I (Guru Nanak Dev) say about them?
17) He and He alone is the Truth. Yes, the Master is True and so is His glory.
18) He is, He shall be, He shall ever be, He who has created the Universe is eternal. (Sat of Mool Mantra)
19) He created maya and produced varieties of colours, kinds and species.
20) He takes care of His creation as becoming of His greatness.
21) He only does what pleases Him. No one else can tell Him what should be done or what should not be done.
22) He is the king of kings. Guru Nanak Dev says, the right thing is to live as per His Will and Command.

Stanza 28 to 31 True Religion and Significance of Symbols

It would be noticed that in stanzas 16th to 19th, the last lines are pointing to one theme, i.e. the Lord is the only Truth which is ever the same, age after age, He is, and ever shall be. He is king of kings and His will is supreme. In the next four stanzas also, the last two lines are repeated. It would be interesting to note that at most of the places, the essence of Mool Mantra is stressed upon to bring home the Truth to the devotee.

Guru Nanak Dev is repeating again and again that the
abiding Truth is same in all ages. Since religion or dharma is to deal with the same Abiding Truth, it must be the same for all humanity. Although there are differences of race, colour, sex nationality and the circumstances under which people live and work, yet the spirit in them is same and therefore their spiritual needs are also the same. Since religion has to deal with human beings, therefore religions of various human beings can not be essentially different. Most people fail to realize this basic fact and while setting up or following different religions cut themselves away from each other, in narrow water-tight compartments leading to conflicts and disputes. This happens because people forget that the basic purpose of religion is to bring all human beings together and not to split them apart. As it happens, when some exalted soul shows the path to fellow humans for their deliverance, the true religion is expounded and spiritual principles are stated. Slowly, during the period of consolidation of the religion or sect, certain symbols, ceremonies and dress code etc. are prescribed. Although in the beginning, these have some significance, but gradually, the true significance is lost and these outward symbols become supreme. The followers of religions at such stage who are ignorant of basic truth, fight blindly for defending the symbols. Hence the most of conflicts today are the result of this narrow mentality. Religious principles can be divided into two parts i.e. (a) Principles relating to relation between man and God. The principles in category (a) are the eternal religion and those in (b) are the religion of a particular age or time. Where as (a) is eternal, (b) goes on changing with time and circumstances. The troubles arise when some un-self-realized leaders not fully understanding their own religion, confuse their followers and instigate for fights and conflicts with the followers of other religions. If they had understood the Truth of their own religion, such conflicts could have been avoided.

Guru Nanak Dev has explained this beautifully in the following two lines.

Nitinem .............................................................. (79)
There is only one road, leading to the One door. Guru is the ladder with the help of whom our True Self inside us is reached, Guru Nanak Dev says that the Beautiful Master resides there, and all bliss is in His True Name.

The point Guru Nanak Dev has made is that "Know thyself". This is the whole religion. Self realization is the main aim of human life. Self of all selves resides in our heart, the way to it is through His Name. This our own Atma the "one road", leading to One door, the Guru being the ladder to enable one to rise high, so as to reach the Supreme Self.

If a man reaches the heart of his own religion, he reaches the heart of other religions too. It is the inner development through the Name which takes one to reach the heart of his own religion. All religions prescribe that the seeker should view all His creation with equi-vision. Then the followers of other paths or religions cannot be viewed differently since they are as much part of His creation.

Stanza 28 Put On Real Symbols of a Yogi

This stanza is part of dialogue with Hath Yogis, followers of Patanjali Rishi who is believed to be founder of Yoga. They believed that the world was a source of sin and suffering and it was therefore correct for them to get free from what they called the "curse" of worldly life. Guru Nanak Dev totally disapproved of people sinking into selfish individualism. The Yogis, on their Nitnem
part had however felt that mundane matters were of little consequence and they therefore engaged in meditation alone.

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has described the preparation for real meditation i.e. have contentment, put in labour with love, purity of mind and body, contemplation, true faith in the Lord and view everybody with equanimity. Then win your ego and mind. With this preparation, meditate on the Lord who is the beginning of all, pure, endless and changeless through ages i.e. eternal. Guru Nanak Dev therefore advocated Yoga of action which changed a man from static to dynamic force vitalizing every nerve, which were to be controlled and sublimated, by turning them into healthy channels but not extinguished as done by yogis.

The yogis have twelve lineages and "Ayi" is one of them which is supposed to be the highest in the order of precedence. There is a reference to this in line No. 3.

1) Munda santokh, saram pat jholi dhyan ki karhe bibhut. 2) Khintha kal kuari kaya jugat danda partit. 3) Ayi panthi sagal jamati, mun jite jug jit. 4) Aades Tise aades. 5) Aadi Anil Anadi Anahati jug jug eko ves. (28)

Guru Nanak Dev is explaining true significance of the symbols of the yogi's tradition in this stanza.

1) O Yogi, you make contentment your ear-rings, physical work be made into your begging bowl and your shoulder
bag and instead of smearing your body with ashes, fix your mind on the Lord.

2) Thought of death be your patched quilt, chaste (pure) body be your guiding rule in life and faith in the Lord be your stick.

3) Now you are considering "Ayi Lineage" as the highest order of Yogis. Instead of this, all human beings considered as belonging to Ayi order and thus belonging to same class (treat the whole human race as equal and class-less). Conquer your mind and you shall conquer the whole world.

4) And 5.) Yogis have a greeting slogan of "Adesh", which means" Adi-Isar" i.e. Lord from the beginning. Guru Nanak Dev tells the Yogis to greet the Lord who is Pure One, Immaculate (beyond maya), who is truly the beginning of all things and Himself without beginning, who never dies, and is the same in all ages. (28)

Stanza 29 Aim for The Lord and Not The Psycuic Powers

In the last stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has advised the Yogis to prepare themselves for joining with the Supreme. In this stanza, he has revealed the "Divine knowledge" which should be the food of the Yogi. This "Divine knowledge" has been served by the Lord through His compassion is that the Lord in the form of "Atma" is ringing celestial music in everybody's heart. So look for the Lord in every person's heart. Do not run after psychic powers. They are distractions. In the camp of the Yogis, their routine includes distribution of food. One Yogi is incharge of the store, another arranges the rations and still another who distributes food to each according to individual's need. At the time of meals, they blow a conch (a sea shell) to announce the meal time. Guru Nanak Dev in this stanza has explained to them the true qualities to enable discharge these duties in life so that they can reach the Lord.

The Yogis follow eight fold yogic path, (Ashtang yoga). These parts are as under:

Nitnem ________________________________ (82)
1. Yama-restraints one should practice.
2. Niyama-the moral discipline or principles.
3. Asanas-body postures, there are 64 of them (for physical fitness).
4. Pranayama-rhythm of respiration. (to control breath and mind)
5. Pratyahara-emancipation of sensory activity from domination by exterior objects.
7. Dhyana-Yogic meditation.
8. Samadhi-absorption into object of meditation so as to lose body consciousness.

In the beginning, the yogis were mainly concerned with Yoga i.e. "joining with God". But slowly, they were more and more attracted towards psychic powers (sidhis). These powers help them to achieve dominance over others, give them opportunity to show their superiority over others and consequently feed their own ego. Hence these powers are counter productive. There are eight types of important sidhis as under:
1. Anima-power to reduce oneself to as small in size as a speck of dust.
2. Laghima-to become very light by reducing weight.
3. Prapti-Power to produce anything.
4. Prakarmaya-To make others do whatever the Yogi wants and no body to oppose him.
5. Mahima-Yogi can make himself as big as he likes.
6. Ishitav-to get name and fame.
7. Vashitav-to get control over others.
8. Kamavasaita-to get power to control desires.

In the spiritual journey, the Lord gives tests to the devotee to judge his sincerity. These sidhis or powers are the test. If a devotee is delighted to enjoy these powers and forgets the real aim of uniting with the Lord (Yoga), his further progress is stalled at that point only. These powers are also lost in due course. The devotee should therefore shun these powers and follow his real object of God-realization steadfastly.
1) Bhugat gyan daya bhandaran ghat ghat vajhe naad. 2) Aap Nath, nathi sabh jaaki ridhi sidhi awara sad. 3) Sanjog vijog duikar chalaveh lekhe aawehe bhag. 4) Aades Tise aades. 5) Aadi, Anil, Anadi, Anahat jug jug aiko ves. (29).

1) (O Yogi,) in God's great design, Divine Knowledge is food. His compassion is the steward who serves and divinity ringing in every heart is the conch (this is heard only by those who are attuned towards God.)

2) The Nath (Master) of this design is the Lord Himself, who has strung the world in a perfect order with Him as per His Will. The psychic powers are undesirable objects, as these only result in attachment to worldly objects (maya) and come in the way of following His Will and inflate one's ego.

3) The two laws of union and dis-union are carrying out His grand design. These two are love of God and love of maya (world). The former results in union and the latter in dis-union. These two attributes are given by the Lord as per the Karma. Therefore those who are bestowed with love of God join with the Source or attain yoga and those who are handed the love of maya are dis-joined and wander in illusion, in search of sidhis.

4) And 5) So, O Yogi, let the greeting slogan of Aades be addressed to Him who is beyond maya, the pure one, immaculate, who is truly the beginning of all things, is Himself without a beginning, which never dies and is the same in all ages. (29)
Stanza 30 The Mystery of Trinity of Gods

The great Lord is running the world process by Himself and subject to His own Will. In an unfathomable manner, He brought together the spirit and matter, the Shiva and Shakti. Then by His principle of evolution, the processes of creation, sustenance and destruction, came to play. Because the people could not see the Power and the Organizing Mind of God behind this grand design as they could not relate the physical with the spiritual, without supposing something tangible between the two, they personalised the three powers of God as Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.

People could not understand how the three gunas or qualities of maya (Sattvik, rajsik and tamsik) were producing variety. Maya appeared to the world as veiling power which conceals the Supreme from the human mind, the illusory power and in the form of three gunas or qualities. The fact is that these three qualities of maya do not exist exclusively of each other but are intermingled in varying degrees, producing infinite variety, people see around them.

Fusing of mind and matter was still more difficult to comprehend. So the sages, in order to explain to the laymen, put it figuratively i.e. Shiva and Shakti (maya) were united and the Divine Mother, conceiving, gave birth to the three deities. In order to explain the mystery of creation, Guru Nanak Dev has clarified the position and put forth the Truth.

This has also been explained by Guru Nanak Dev elsewhere:

\[ \text{Nitnem} \]
Jeh dekha tah rav rahe Shiv Shakti ka mel.
Tih gun bandhi dehuri jo aiyu jug so khel.

(Sri Raga Mohalla 1)

Wherever I look, I find God manifested as a combination of matter and Spirit. Whosoever is born, is in bondage of three qualities of Maya and every body is playing within the three gunas.

This is a mystery that no one can understand unless he has been blessed to rise above the three gunas and realize his Self. Somewhere else, Guru Nanak Dev has explained this as under.

"The Light is infused in the beings, and beings within the Light, by an art that is artless."

This stanza emphasises that Shiva and Shakti i.e. Spirit and matter have no independent existence of their own and nor the three dynamic qualities. They are all the creation of the Lord.
explain the mystery). The three sons were approved and appointed to do specific works by the Lord.

2) One of them Brahma the creator, the second Vishnu, the sustainer and the third Shiva who holds court to judge human’s body’s actions & death.

3) (But the matter and Spirit do not have any independent existence, nor do Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva as such.) It is God alone who carries on the world process, according to His own Will and as per His command. (This has been restated to stress that above is only figurative.)

4) The mystery or strange thing is that whereas He sees all, nobody can see Him (The real reason why people set up deities to represent His powers is to have a visible form).

5) And 6) So, O Yogi, let the greeting slogan of Aades be addressed to Him who is beyond maya, the Pure one, Immaculate, who is truly the beginning of all things, is Himself without a beginning, who never dies and is the same in all ages. (30).

Stanza 31 The True One is Omnipresent and His Stocks are Unlimited

Some people are under the impression that God lives in the heavens etc. and not in some of the worlds. On this earth itself, some people are of the view that God resides in some specific places. Similarly, the God’s store house is located at some planets and not in others. These doubts are clarified in this stanza.

Guru Nanak Dev has said in the second line that God has put into the store house everything once for all. This fact has also been given in Albert Enstein’s "Theory of Relativity" i.e. sum total of mass and energy is constant. These two simply go on changing from one to the other.
1) Aasan loi loi bhandar. 2) Jo kich payia so eka var. 3) Kar kar vaikhe Sirjanhar. 4) Nanak Sache ki sachhi kar. 5) Aades Tise aades. 6) Aadi Anil Anadi Anahat jug jug aiko ves. (31)

1) O Yogi, the great Lord is seated in every region (There is no particular region like heaven or Shiva puri where He resides.) His store house is also in every region.
2) He has put into the store house everything that was to be put, once and for all.
3) He, the Creator first creates and then looks after His creation Himself.
4) Guru Nanak Dev says, the works of True One are also True.
5) And 6) So, O Yogi, let the greeting slogan of Aades be addressed to Him who is beyond maya, the Pure one, Immaculate, who is truly the beginning of all things, is Himself without a beginning, who never dies and is ever the same in all ages. (31)

Stanza 32 The Name Flowers Only in a Loving and Ego-Less Heart

There is widespread belief that if a certain Name of God or a mantra is repeated a certain number of times, one can achieve God. For this purpose, people keep a rosary and keep an account of the number of repetitions. These days, some people keep electronic counters. A rosary should serve the purpose of reminding one of the Lord and to bring back one's distracted mind back to meditation on the Lord. (Account keeping is likely to feed the ego which can be counter productive)

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has brought out that it is not true. No number of repetitions, unless one becomes ego-Nitnem ____________________________ (88)
less can bear fruit. It will be something like an insect trying to reach skies. God can only be achieved through God's Grace and His Grace comes to an ego-less mind. Rest is all idle gossip.

1) If, in place of one human tongue, there be hundred thousand tongues for each human being and further each of these be turned into twenty hundred thousand tongues.

2) Then each of these tongues repeat the Name of the Lord in a cycle, each of hundred thousand times.

3) All the above effort is fruitless. The real method to reach our Master the God is no doubt in steps, but these steps are to be mounted only after losing one's ego i.e. in total surrender and deep love for Him.

4) After hearing from others, the celestial beings, the power and achievements of His Name, some small minded self seeking people will try to imitate repetition of His Name without self surrender. This is simply like insects trying to reach skies.

5) But Guru Nanak Dev says, God is realized through His Grace only, (which comes automatically when one longs and works for it). Mere talk of false men is only a vain boast. (32)

Nitinem (89)
Stanza 33 No Body is High or Low of His Own Accord, It is only as per His Will

The human beings have no power over their actions, they can neither speak nor keep quiet, they can neither ask nor give. Neither live nor die of their own accord. They cannot achieve either worldly wealth nor spiritual attainments and be liberated of their own accord and effort. No body is high or low as per his own wishes. It is only the Lord who is omnipotent and He exercises His powers. Guru Nanak Dev has stated in this stanza that no body can force his will upon God. Therefore best is to follow his advice given in the earlier stanzas i.e. win His Grace by self surrender, deep love and remembrance of His Name.

1) Akhan jor chupe nah jore. 2) Jor na mangan den na jore. 3) Jore na jihwan maran na jore. 4) Jore na raj mal mun sore. 5) Jore na surti gyan vichar. 6) Jore na jugti chhute sansar. 7) Jis hath jore, kar waikhe soi. 8) Nanak uttam nich na koi. (33).

1) Humans have no independent absolute power to either speak or to keep quiet.
2) There is no power in one to demand anything from others, nor to give anything to others.
3) There is no power to force one's living nor one's dying.
4) One can have no power to perpetuate one's rule or one's possessions for which there is so much vanity and noise in our mind.
5) No one can force spiritual awakening nor can one force
wisdom and knowledge.

6) Nobody has power to obtain liberation from this world (with his own effort).

7) It is He who has all the powers. He first creates all the universe then looks after it.

8) Guru Nanak Dev says, no one can be high or low by one's own powers. It is all His Will that decides everybody's station in this life. This is elucidation of "Parsadi" of Mool Mantra. (33)

Stanzas 34 to 37 The Five Regions in Spiritual Progress

In these four stanzas, Guru Nanak Dev maps the stages in spiritual progress of the devotee. This is a summary of all the previous stanzas. When God's grace descends on a person, it gives rise to strong aspiration for walking on the spiritual path and one starts rising above the routine worldly state of living. One starts inquiring "Who am I?" "From where have I come?" "Who is this God people worship?" etc. The five stages given in these four stanzas are the stages of inner development of the devotee and should not be confused with any outwardly signs.

These four stanzas describe, how human being's mind is diverted from worldly desires and enjoyments and one starts looking inward to one's soul or Atma and starts investigating into the true purpose of human life. This is the stage when one comes to realize one's duties and responsibilities towards himself, family and society etc. This is "Dharam Khand" or "regions of dharma or duty". The devotee works to discharge his duties towards family like looking after parents, raising children, helping other family members, looking after the society in general and also his own liberation. This state works for the general improvement say character building and creating suitable environment for spiritual progress. In this region, the devotee develops moral principles and healthy desires and generally progresses towards spirituality and starts following His Will. This stage is described in stanzas 1 to 7.

Next stage after this comes when the devotee starts seriously associating with the wise, listens to their advice and
illuminating discourses, reads the holy books written by self-realized souls. (Reading a book is also listening to the writer). In this region, the devotee gains knowledge about the Lord’s creation, how the elements like air, water, fire etc. work, how many Gods and Goddesses, how many planets, suns, moons and holy personages who have attained highest spiritual pinnacles. The devotee’s selfishness and personal desires reducer gradually. This was explained by Guru Nanak Dev in stanzas 8 to 11 on the subject of “suniye”. First the devotee's love was restricted to his family only. Slowly this so called family will expand and a stage will come when he will realize that the whole world is his family (stanza 28 line 3). Thus with broadening of the outlook, the grace of the saints and reading more and more holy books, there is a storm of knowledge and with this the doubts and superstitions are blown away. This stage is the “Gyan Khand” or the region of knowledge.

The devotee, when fortified with knowledge, realizes that mere borrowed knowledge is not enough. He must work himself to control his mind, desires, latencies, and delve deep into mysteries of spiritual truths. This is the stage of hard labour involving rising early in the morning, sitting in dhyan or meditation and exercising discrimination, Repetition of Name, accepting Will of God and other spiritual disciplines of course continue along side. This is the stage of "Saram Khand" or "region of hard work or labour". This is described in stanza 12 to 15. In this region, the devotee's body mind and intellect are all properly moulded and given beautiful shine. His consciousness and mind are raised to much higher and purer levels. There is general awakening towards higher levels and one is converted into a celestial being and a sidha purusha.

When a worker sincerely labours for the whole day, the master is pleased and generously rewards the worker at the end of the day. Similarly, the Lord and Master is also pleased with the devotee when he is ripe in "Saram Khand" as explained above and is pleased to bestow His grace on the devotee. This is called "Karam Khand" or the "region of Grace". This state, Nitnem
when God is pleased to bestow Grace is simply beautiful and is beyond description. The devotee is gifted with all the powers of the Lord. He never deviates from the noble path whatever the inducement or provocation. The devotee sees the Lord everywhere and in every being. His mind is always attached with the Lord. He is not afraid of birth and death because he is freed from the cycle of reincarnations. His mind is always filled with happiness and bliss.

In all the above regions, the devotee though having glimpses of the unmanifest Lord, is still having connection with manifest aspect i.e. maya. After progress in the "Karam Khand", the devotee is fully absorbed into the unmanifest aspect of the Lord or "Nirankar or Nirgun" aspect. This is "Sach Khand" or the "region of True Lord". This is the highest region where everything is present and is controlled as per His will. Guru Nanak Dev has, in the last line of stanza 37 said that any description of Sach Khand is extremely difficult and hard like steel.

Some scholars describe these five kHANDs as five worlds like Heaven etc. This is not correct because Guru Nanak Dev has clearly explained in Japji (stanza 31) that He is living on every part of the universe, therefore allotting a particular planet or region to the stage of spiritual progress does not appear to be correct.

**Stanza 34 Region of Dharma (Dharam Khand)**

As the Lord is pleased with a person, He makes him realize the true purpose of his coming in the human form, his responsibilities to family, society and himself. So the ordinary person is converted into a devotee and starts performing good actions and discharging his responsibilities dutifully. Everybody's actions are evaluated and Lord is awarding judgement as per the sum total of actions. Those who have done good actions are praised and decorated with approval. It is no use assuming that one is great or good. The judgement on whether one is true or false is only given by the Lord when one goes to Him.
In this stanza, in the first three lines, Guru Nanak Dev explains the conditions and environment in which a human being is to carry out his duties or dharma. In the next two lines, he explains, the variety of beings who do duties. The following lines deal with His justice as per each one’s action, that His court is True and Just. To clear any doubt, he emphasises in the last two lines that it is no use for any one to assume greatness because all truth and falsehood is correctly decided only in His Court (If one understands this fact, his ego will be expelled).

1) God made day and night, seasons, lunar and solar rhythm which decide the calendars.

2) Air, water, fire and other elements in the lower regions.

3) Among these, the earth is located, which is meant as an abode for the humans to enable them discharge their duties and responsibilities under His Moral Laws.

4) On this earth, He created different living beings of diverse forms and lives of various colours and types.

5) And having countless names.

1) Rati ruti thiti var. 2) Pawan pani agni patal. 3) Tis wich dharti thap rakhi dharamsal. 4) Tis wich jia jugat ke rang. 5) Tin ke nam anek anant. 6) Karmi karmi hoi vichar. 7) Sacha Aap sacha darbar. 8) Tithe sohan panch parwan. 9) Nadri karam pawai nisan. 10) Kach pakai othe pai. 11) Nanak gayia jape jai. (34)
6) All these beings are judged by Him, according to their deeds.

7) By Him who is True and His court is True.

8) (In this court) the saints (the chosen ones) who have fully controlled their senses, look beautiful as they are honoured and accepted by Him are decorated.

9) Visited by His Grace, they are anointed with his mark of acceptance.

10) Who is true and who is false? It will be judged there according to His immaculate Law.

11) Guru Nanak Dev says that it is only after reaching there, one comes to know of this truth. (34)

**Stanza 35 Region of Knowledge (Gyan Khand)**

With the understanding of one's true duty in the region of Dharma, one's mind becomes very broad. Instead of only thinking of one's small immediate family, the whole creation of the Lord starts appearing as one unit. Thus selfishness disappears. One realizes the greatness of this expanded family unit i.e. all creation of the Lord in manifest from including all the elements, deities, planets, great sages and incarnations, beings of variety of species, kings, oceans, mountains etc. without and end to be His manifestation only. His creation is as limitless as is His greatness.
1) This then is the Law, characterizing the region of Dharma or duty (reference is to the last stanza).
2) Now I will explain what is in the region of Knowledge or Gyan Khand.
3) There are numerous elements like air, water and fire etc. and numerous are the Krishna and Shivas.
4) There are numerous Brahmans who are creating beings of various forms, colours and shapes.
5) There are numerous regions for discharging one's duties (like this earth), numerous golden mountains (like Sumer), and numerous Dhrusas (mythological saint after whom the pole star is named) and their eternal teachings.
6) There are numerous Indras, moons, suns, regions and lands.
7) There are numerous sidhas, budhas, nathas and numerous goddesses in diverse forms.
8) There are numerous gods and demons, numerous practitioners of silence and numerous oceans and their jewels.
9) There are numerous sources of life, numerous forms of speech, numerous kings and rulers.
10) There are numerous beings of high sensibility and numerous are those who are engaged in service of others. Guru Nanak Dev says—there is no end to this great variety. In the region of knowledge, the devotee becomes aware of all this knowledge. (35)
Stanza 36 Region of Earnest Effort (Saram Khand)

From the previous stanza, it is seen that the devotee, on understanding vastness of his family, with the removal of narrowness of his mind, listening to the discourses of wise sages and reading of holy books, collects vast amount of knowledge. But this knowledge is only worldly knowledge. Now a stage has come when one realizes that the worldly knowledge is worthless, the real knowledge is Divine knowledge. For obtaining Divine knowledge the devotee has to put in earnest effort to earn the Lord’s Grace. In this region, the devotee, as a result of his sincere and honest (egoless) effort gets transformed into an, indescribable beauty. His body, mind and intellect are all moulded and made fit to receive His Grace.

1) Gyan Khand mahi gyan parchand. 2) Tithe naad binod kode anand. 3) Saram Khand ki bani roop. 4) Tithe gharat ghariye bahut anoop. 5) Ta kiya gala kathia na jahe. 6) Je ko kahe picheh pachhutai. 7) Tithe ghariye surat mut mun budh. 8) Tithe ghariye sura sidha ki sudh. (36)

1) In the region of knowledge, the knowledge shines resplendent.
2) There is untold bliss as if emanating from celestial musical instruments, beautiful sights and other enjoyments.
3) The region of earnest spiritual effort, of course expresses itself in the beauty of spirit which is designed in unmatched beauty.

Nitnem

(97)
4) There, the devotee's personality is moulded into undescendable beauty.
5) In fact, what meets the eye is not capable of being said in words.
6) If someone attempts to describe it, he will only repent it afterwards on his failure.
7) The devotee's consciousness, understanding, mind and intellect is moulded in an extremely exalted state.
8) The consciousness is moulded to the lofty levels of gods and Self realized siddhas (36)

Stanza 37 Regions of Grace and Truth (Karam Khand and Sach Khand)

With the steady progress of the devotee through his own earnest effort, Grace of the Lord is bestowed in Karam Khand. Now the Lord with His unlimited generosity bestows all the powers in the spiritual regime. The devotee, as a result becomes fully steadfast, his faith and devotion are unshakeable.

Till the stage of Saram Khand, the devotee is dealing with manifest aspect of the Lord i.e. the world, beings inhabiting the world, elements like air, fire, water etc. In Karam Khand, when His powers are fully bestowed on the devotee, he gets glimpses of unmanifest Lord and rests in both i.e. the manifest and unmanifest aspects. In "Sach Khand", it is totally the static or the unmanifest aspect of the Lord, where He resides, manages the task of running the affairs of the universe as per His Will. Although in Sach Khand, the devotee is fully absorbed in the unmanifest Lord, but some of the exalted personages still want to maintain a relation with the Lord like Parmahansa Ramakrishna worshipped Him as Mother and Guru Nanak Dev has also described Him as Master. Parmahansa Ramakrishna has explained this situation like this. He says, that when an ant eats sugar, it does not want to become sugar but wants to enjoy the sweetness of sugar. So, on the same analogy, he does not want to become sugar (Lord), but wants to remain an ant and enjoy the relationship with the Lord i.e. the sweetness of sugar. Thus
when a saint worshipping the Lord in manifest aspect even when he is Self realized, (has attained Sach Khand), he may have his own reasons for this. It is impossible to describe nature of an exalted Self realized saint. This region can not be described in human language as it is beyond senses, mind and intellect.

The first 10 lines of the stanza are dealing with Karam Khand and the next 8 lines with Sach Khand. We shall therefore, deal with the two khands separately.

1) Karam Khand kibanjore. 2) Titthe hore na koi hore. 3) Titthe jodh mahabla soor. 4) Tin me Ram rahiya bharpoor. 5) Titthe siro sita mahima mahe. 6) Ta ke roop na kathne jahe. 7) Na oh marhe na thage jahe. 8) Jin ke Ram vase mun mahe. 9) Titthe bhagat vaste ke laoi. 10) Karhe anand Sacha mun sol. 11) Sach Khand vaste Nirankar. 12) Kar kar vaikhe nadar nihal. 13) Titthe Khand mandal varbhand. 14) Je ko kath te ant na ant. 15) Titthe loa loa aakar. 16) Jiv jiv hukam tive tiv kar. 17) Vaikhe vigse kar vichar. 18) Nanak kathna karara sar. (37)

1) The region of Grace, expresses itself in the Lord’s spiritual power. (When His Grace descends on the devotee, he Nitnem __________________________________________________________________________ (99)
becomes so strong that no desire or temptation can shake him from the steadfast spiritual path. In Suram Khand, it was the beauty of spirit, now it is the Lord's grace or power that has descended on the devotee.)

2) There is nothing but the Lord's power that dwells in devotee's mind in this region.

3) There are great warriors and heroes of great powers. (This does not refer to worldly warriors and heroes but to those spiritual pilgrims who have fought the temptations of the world, controlled their minds and made progress to reach this stage.)

4) These warriors and heroes' minds are full with love of the Lord.

5) There are countless devotees of the Lord, shining in their splendour and completely inter-woven with Him and His praise.

6) Their beauty can not be expressed in words.

7) They neither die nor can be deceived by any other distraction from their path.

8) This is because Lord Ram (the Lord who is pervading everywhere) is residing in their heart.

9) In the region of Grace, saints of many worlds are also residing.

10) They are always in bliss because the True Lord resides in their heart.

Sach Khand is the description of Region of Truth where the Lord in the unmanifest form resides. This is the stage where the devotee has reached his destination and is absolutely absorbed in the Lord like a drop of water which started from the mountains and passing through various streams and rivers falls into the ocean and gets merged in it.

Since the Lord in the static aspects is realized by the devotee, he becomes part of it and thus becomes aware of all regions, universes, forms etc. and becomes fully aware of the fact as to how the Lord is running the world play and is pleased with His play. But since He is beyond senses, mind, intellect...
and maya, it can not be expressed in a language spoken and understood by human faculties.

11) In the region of Truth, the Lord in the unmanifest or static form resides.

12) From here, He takes care of His creation with His Benevolent Grace and is always in bliss.

13) In this region are various universes, planets and satellites.

14) If one were to describe these, one would not find an end to these descriptions.

15) In this region there are worlds and worlds with their own forms and formations.

16) And 17) In all those worlds, planets and universe, the work goes on according to His Will. The devotee, after arriving in this region is fully aware that the Lord is looking after everything with His pleasure as per His Will. In this region, the devotee fully understand His Will.

18) Guru Nanak Dev says that it is very difficult to describe the essence of this region. He says, it is as hard as steel. (37)

Stanza 38 Making of a Teacher, Blessed with The "Word of The Lord"

This is the last stanza and in this, Guru Nanak Dev has brought out the subject of making of a teacher or guru or a prophet, who is to communicate the Lord's "Word" to human beings for their salvation. To understand true essence of this stanza, the following parable told by Sri Parmahansa Ramakrishna may help.

Once, three men were going in a very big field where they came across a large well. The well was surrounded by a very high wall and beautiful celestial sounds were coming out of the well. The three men stopped and listened to the music and were enchanted by it. They thought of finding the secret and the source of the music. At last, after lot of effort one man located a ladder, put it up on the wall and went up. He was intoxicated by the scene inside, jumped in and did not return. The other two men were surprised at his behaviour, since he did not communicate anything to them before jumping in.
After some time, the second man went up the ladder to find the truth for himself and after seeing what was inside, was so much affected that he also jumped in without saying a word to the third man.

Now it was the turn of the third man to go up the ladder and find the secret for himself. What he saw inside was simply mystifying. He saw beautiful fairies and angels singing heavenly songs on celestial instruments and a large number of people enjoying the same. He was very happy, he thought that he must share this knowledge of heavenly gift of musical well with the other human beings. So he got down from the ladder, went back to his village and told everybody to come and enjoy this heavenly music in the well. Thus he became the guide or teacher or guru for others.

It appears that in this parable, the abode of the Lord as described by Guru Nanak Dev in stanza 27 has been changed to a musical well by Parmahansa Ramakrishna to make the story easy to understand.

The spirit of sharing bliss exhibited by the third man is very much a normal tradition among sages of most religions. All the great prophets and exalted sages, who spent their lives in the service of humanity belong to the category of the third man. Whereas most people of the world are of the type of first two men. The laughing Buddha of China is very well known example of the third person type. The laughing Buddha represents one of the incarnations of Lord Siddharta, the Buddha. When he was offered mukti or salvation i.e. absorption in the Lord, he refused and chose to be back in the world to help needy and distressed humanity. Even in Upanishads, it is mentioned that it is selfish to aspire for mukti. Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru in succession to Guru Nanak Dev, has also expressed the same sentiment. He said that, he does not want to rule the world nor does he want mukti, all he wants is the love of Lord's lotus feet and to be able to serve His creation.

This is a state when even renunciation is renounced. As per Vedanta, this is called "Turia Atit" or beyond the fourth state."
The other states being waking state, dreaming state, deep sleep state and the fourth state which is beyond these three states when one realizes his Atma or self. When a sage has no desire even for liberation and has love for Him and His creation only, he is said to be in "Turia Atit" state which is beyond the four stages.

A question may arise as to why all Self-realized persons do not fall in the category of the third person in the parable? This has been answered by Maharishi Ramana of Tiruvannamalai (Tamil Nadu, India). He says, the state of a devotee who has realized his Self (i.e. reached "Sach Khand" of stanza 37) cannot be described. The state of this Self-realized saints is as per the Will of the Lord. Some like to remain absorbed in the Lord, some enter into service of relieving the suffering of humanity and yet others, in the eyes of common man go mad. They remain in seclusion and throw stones at anybody who would disturb them. Yet they are very much in control of their mind and are always one with the Lord. There are several examples of such sages in all parts of the world. The role and the temperament of the sage is allotted by the Lord as per His Will.

The same is expressed in Sri Guru Granth Sahib "Rang hasahe, rang rowehe, chup bhi kar jahe. Parwah nahi kisi keri, bajh Sacha nahe." i.e. such as person who is in love with the Lord may either laugh, weep or keep quiet. He does not care for any one except the Lord. The highest among the Self realized are the ones who are blessed by the Lord with His Word as per stanza 38.

Till stanza 37, Guru Nanak Dev has gradually developed the personality of the devotee till he is fully absorbed in the unmanifest aspect of the Lord where he understands everything and His Will. The devotee may rest there permanently or he may be further blessed by the Lord to go back to the world with His Word and communicate the same to the human beings as done by Guru Nanak Dev and his successors and many other prophets.

This has been confirmed by Guru Nanak Dev in Vaar Raga Majh, sloak on page 150 of Sri Guru Granth Sahib "Hau dhadi vaikar kare laia...Nanak sach salah poora paia." Here Guru Nitnem
Nanak Dev has described that he was called to His presence and given a robe of honour in the form of his praise and the food in the form of Nectar of Naam. The Lord directed him to distribute this Nectar of Naam in the world and make it happy.

In this stanza, Guru Nanak Dev has explained with a parable of preparing a gold vessel out of gold metal after process of purification, in which the Lord pours Nectar of "His Word" manufactured in His True mint. Once this greatest gift is given by the Lord out of His compassion and Grace, such devotees are always in bliss because of His mercy and kindness.

1) Jat pahara dhiraj suniar. 2) Ahran mati Ved hathiai. 3) Bhau khala agan tuptau. 4) Bhandh bhaau Amrit tit dhal. 5) Gharie Sabad Sachitaksal. 6) Jin kau nadar karam tin kar. 7) Nanak nadri nadar nihal. (38)

1) And 2) If continence (power to restrict senses from worldly enjoyments) be the jeweller's shop; patience, the gold smith; intellect be the anvil and Divine knowledge of Holy Books like Vedas be the hammer and other instruments of gold smith.

3) And 4) The fire of the forge is the egoless earnest effort put in with disciplined life and this fire is strengthened constantly by the blower of fear of the Lord.

4) And 5) In such a jeweller's forge a receptacle or vessel of Lords Love is manufactured. In this precious vessel, the Lord pours Nectar of "Holy Word" minted in the True Mint of the Lord.

6) Only those on whom the Lord's special compassion and Nitnem
Grace as stated above is showered are given the task of communicating the "Word of the Lord" (Gurbani) to other human beings and bestowing kindness on them. (This means the devotee is turned a teacher to teach the humanity, His Word.)

7) Guru Nanak Dev says that such high souls are always in eternal bliss under His kindness and mercy. (38)

The Closing Sloka

The Jap is closed by a saloka (of Guru Angad Dev, the successor to Guru Nanak Dev). It refers to human life in general. It describes that God in his kindness has created the world, the elements and the time (since God is beyond time, space and action) where humans are to play their part and try to strive for achieving His Grace as stated in Mool Mantra (Gur Prasad and Dharam Khand of 34th stanza)

Whatever actions are committed by humans in this life, they are evaluated in the Lord's court. Then depending upon the karma of each, they are destined the places, i.e. some go closer to the Lord and others go still further away (please see line 3 of stanza 29). Those who dwell on His Name, have completed their toil, they not only go from this world with bright faces, but carry many more with them to final salvation.

This sloka is in fact summary of Japji. It impresses on the devotee that if he carries out his duties (as explained in Dharam Khand, stanza 34) and other instructions, he will find union with the Lord and he not only will himself be liberated, but will guide and liberate many more along with him.
Salok.
1) Pawan Guru pani pita mata dharat mahat. 2) Diwas rat dui dai daia khele sagal jagat. 3) Changiaia buriaia vache dharam hadoor. 4) Karmia aapo aapni ke nade ke dur. 5) jini Naam dhiaiya gaye musakat ghal. 6) Nanak te mukh unale keti chhuti naal. (1)

1) Air is the teacher, water the father and the great sacred earth is the mother. (The Lord created all elements to nurse and nurture life on this earth.)

2) Day and night are female and male nurses in whose lap, the whole world is playing (i.e. humans are performing the good and bad actions depending upon their nature as explained in stanza 34 Dharam Khand).

3) The good and bad deeds of human beings are adjudged by Dharamraj (god of justice) in the presence of the Lord in His Court.

4) According to the deeds performed by each, they are brought either nearer to Him or are thrown further away from Him. (stanza 29 line 3)

5) Those who dwell on His Name have successfully completed their task or labours.

6) Guru Nanak Dev (all successors to Guru Nanak Dev have used the name 'Nanak' in their compositions in the Holy Guru Granth Sahib) says that such (as given in line 5) have bright faces i.e. they are approved and accepted by the Lord in His court and they carry many more with them across the ocean of maya to salvation i.e. freedom from birth and death. (1)